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Voters go to polls,Tuesday

_

The fallowing is a list of Calloway County voter precincts and
voting locations.
Murray 1...Courthouse; Murray 2...First Baptist Church- Fellowship Hall (was City Hell); Murray 3...Murray Middle School; Murray 4...Re-Max Real Estate in Bel-Air Shopping Center; Murray
5...MSU Racer Arena.
Murray 6...Special Ed. Bldg. on N. 16th St.: Murray 7...Robenson School on Broach St.; Murray 8...Vocational School on Sycamore Ext.; Murray 9...University Church -of Christ; Murray
10...Treas Lumber Do-It Center.
Murray 11...Christian Community Church at 16th and Glendale;
Almo...Murray Auto Auction; Calloway. National Guard Armory;
Cherry Corner. Good Sheperd Methodist Church; Clayton
• Creek...East Elementary School.
Coldwater...Coldwater Church of Ct*ist.;. Dexter...Dexter Community Center. Faxon...Faxon Fire Sub-station off Ky. 94 S. on
Turnef Road; Harris Grove...Southwest Elementary School;
Hazel...Hazel City Hall.
Jackson & Kirtsey...Kirksey Fire Sub-station on Kirksey Hwy.
299; Lynn Grove...Pioneer Convenience Mart; Midway...Wisehan's
Grocery; New Concord...New Concord Fire Sub-station on Hwy.
_444; Providence...Herndon Seed Mill.

Local ballot features five write-in candidates By STACEY CROOK
Statf Writer
Voters Will be able to cast their
ballot Tuesday for the candidate
they think is most qualified.
Polls will be open for the general election from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m., according to the Calloway
County Clerk's Office.
This year five candidates have
filed as write-ins. County Clerk
Teresa Rushing said with recent
changes in candidate filing laws,
it is easier for candidates to file
as write-ins.

D-Wash., one of five women
elected last" year.
Whatever the fallout, today's
debate makes history. "We
haven't found any particular precedent,- said Don Richie of the
Senate Historieal Office.
The Senate Ethics Committee
has subpoenaed 8,500 pages of
Packwood's diaries. Packwood
has refused to surrender them,
claiming through his lawyer that
the panel is on a fishing expedition,, and noting that the sex lives
of other lawmakers are among
the topics contained in the
diaries.
"This is the senator milting
about his life, his professional
life, his personal life, his social
life. We're playing with the reputations and privacy of everyone

Murray man
killed in
auto accident

in this diary," says attorney
James Fitzpatrick.
The committee in Jeturikji
seeking Senate approval for a
court suit that would compel
Packwood — under threat of legal punishment — to comply.
Committee meetings have been
canceled in recognition of the
gravity of the subject. Senators
are on notice they will be called.
to the floor to witness the debate
in its entirety.
Legal niceties aside, sex is at
the center of the debate.
More than two dozen women
have accused Packwood. 61, of
making unwanted advances toward them over many years: their
complaints triggered the ethics
committee probe. Packwood has
apologized

ing light. When the small, bla:V.
door opens, write the name i)ii
the piece of paper showing.
Once you have written the
name, close the door.
Continue to cast your ballot for
all other _races before . you _open
the curtain.
The clerk's office said it 1,
important to finish selections fur
each office before you push thc
_green "Vote" button located in
the bottom, right corner of.. the
O See Page 2
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A ROSE IN WINTER

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A 21-year-old Murray man was
killed and two others injured in a
one-vehicle traffic accident east
of Dover, Tenn. early Sunday
morning.
According to qtewart County
Sheriff David Hicks, Darren M.
Poster of Murray was westbound
on Tenn. 79 when he apparently
fell asleep and the vehicle
crossed the eastbound lane,
struck a ditch and overturned at
approximately 3 a.m.
"He ran directly off the road.
-There were no skid marks or anything," Hicks said.
Two passengers, Elizabeth
Henninger of Rt. 5 Murray and
Christy Elliot of Owensboro,
were transported to Clarksville
Memorial Hospital and later
moved to Vanderbilt Medical
Center in Nashville.
Hicks said Elliot may have a
broken back. Injurieeto Henninger were not available.
Reports indicate all three were
wearing seatbelts.
The accident was investigated
by the Stewart County Sheriff's
Department.
Foster, a Navy veteran, was a
1991 graduate of Murray .High
School. He attended Murray State
University andwas a member of
the Racer Patrol. He was employed by Domino's Pizza and Savea-lot Grocery.
The son of Vincent and Vanessa (Foster) Shinault, he has two
sisters and One brother, all of
Murray.
For funeral information, see
Deaths, page 10.

Write-in candidates do not
have to pay the $.10 filing fee that
candidates who have their name
on the May primary ballot do.
"However, write-ins do have to
abide by election laws including
having a campaign treasurer and
filing financial statements," she
said.
In order to vote for a write-in,
push the "write-in" button beside
the race in which you wish to
write a name . on the ballot.
At the top right-hand side of
the machine, push the red flash-

-"These are fairly, new laws
-where a candidate has to declare
himself a write-in. It makes the
election go. smoother," she said.
Only serious candidates are
counted on write-in ballots,
according to Rushing. She.saidin
the past "Mickey Mouse" and
"Donald Duck" had to be counted
on election forms.
Now, only those candidates
who have 'filed are counted.
"It also prohibits those who
don't want to run for an office
being written in," she said.

Senate continues diary_scrap
WASHINGTON (AP) — Once
.he maneuvered tax reform legislation to passage, raised millions
for fellow Republicans, stood out
as a rare GOP voice for abortion
rights.
Now Bob Packwood- hopes to
avoid a humiliating distinction —
being forced to turn his personal
diaries over to the scrutiny of fellow senators investigating-claims
of sexual harassment and p&sible
criminal wrongdoing.
And in a controversy that
blends legal theories with sex
with politics, those who judge the
Oregon lawmaker are being
judged as well.
"This country is watching to
see if the Senate can do a fair and
just hearing of one of its members," says Sen. Patty -Murray,

50 CENTS

STACEY CROOK/Lodger & T,rnes photo
Trick-or-treaters were out In full force despite chilly weather Saturday night. Parents and children got into
the act as they went door-to-door In the Canterbury subdivision.

It's a Dog World
Championships bring together man,dog

''44s
STACEY CROOK/Ledge* & Times photo
An early-morning snow blanketed Calloway County Saturday and continued through the day: A few remaining summer flowers did not fare
too well against freezing rain and snow.

By DAVID RAIAEY
Staff Writer
AURORA — Richie Meadows.
says its simple really — why he
would want to trample through
tough terrain. sometimes through
swamps, and in all types of
weather.
Meadows is a handler of coon
hunting dogs, and along with
partner James Guess, and their
dog Cadillac Style, was one of
the favorites last week at the Professional Kennel ,Club World
Championship Hunt, which was
held out of the Kenlake Tennis
Center at Kenlake State Resort
Park.
"I think it is something that
gets in your blood," Meadows
said. "There's nothing like a man
witka dog out on the hunt. And I
was hooked when I was a little
boy. The first time I went out
hunting with a dog — I had to
have one."
The annual PKC championStags is a week-long event that
Teethes almost 1,000 dogs parti-

"I think it is something that gets in
your blood. 51
...RIchle Meadows
cipating in three different championships. Almost $30,000 in
prizes are awarded to champions. And the sport is getting a little
bit complicated.
Jarvis Umphers, director of the
PKC, said the best trainers are
using radio telemetry to keep
track of their dogs out on the
hunt.
"They've got a pretty good
investment in these dogs,"
Umphers said. "And a lot of
times, they are on unfamiliar
ground and they don't want to
lose their dogs."
-The dogs are all registered by
the Professional Kennel Club as
"coon hounds", with six different
varieties based on color — black

and tan, blue tick, English, blot,
redbone and walker. By far,
walkers are the most numerous.
A hunt istIone by a tournament
- bracket. The dogs arc broken
down into groups of four called
casts. During a two hour hunt,
dogs get credit for a strike i picking up the scent) and for treeing a
raccoon. A strike on another an,
mil (like an °opossum for exam
plc) is,a
The raccoons are not killed
during the competitive hunt.
To be competitive as a coon
hunter, you can spend as much as
you want to.
"You can have doctors a 1
lawyers competing. with a uy
who raised a dog in his ha
yard," Umphcrs said.
You need boots, lights and.
tracking equipment to be a sue- cessful coon hunter, but the dog
is the most important piece of
equipment.
The easist thing to do is to buy
one of the top dogs. The flip side
III See Page 2
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IN Voting polls will be open from 6
a m to 6 p.m. Tuesday for the November
general election Please see /slated
story tor. informahon on write-in voting
and precinct voting loco/ion.

III A human stampede was created from
the student sections alter Wisconsin beat
Michigan 13 10 on Saturday, pressing
those below into a pile several people
deep At leas! 69 were insured, seven
critically

Page 3
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•Murray State couldn't get a good grip
on the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles
Saturday in a 31-16 loss in Cookeville.
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Actor River Phoenix dies at 23

SUBSCRIBE

had a "Valium or something, I
don't know," according to the
911 call aired Sunday night by
KNBC-TV.
The actor was rushed to
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,
where be was pronounced dead at
1:51 a.m.
Capt. Ray Riber, a paramedic
with the Los Anodes County Fire
Department, said he suspected
Phoenix's death was drug-related.
"We were told by the people
with him that he had been taking
drugs," Ribar said, according to
today's Daily News. "It was the
classic cocaine overreaction — it
just nails some people and min
the heart."
Ribar said he worked on Phoenix for 15 minutes without being
able to get a pulse.
Phoenix had been at the club

LOS ANGELES (AP) — River
Phoenix, a rising star who played
the scruffy, cigarette smoking
youth in "Stand By Me" and
won an Oscar nomination for
"Running on Empty," died after
collapsing outside a club. He was
23.
Authorities said the cause of
death was unknown. A coroner's
examination was expected today.
However, drugs might have
contributed to the young actor's
death, according to a. frantic 911
call and a paramedic who spoke
to the Daily News of New York.
The actor collapsed and went
into seizures about 1 cm.Sunday
outside actor Johnny Depp's trendy Viper Room club in West Hollywood after acting strangely,
according to companions interviewed by Sheriff's Department
deputies.
A man who called for paramedics said he thought Phoenix

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

_31319911/ wig911/
11.010141111 OAS A )Al SA' IX StA 7131-12/01"
K. SO, f 2101
Pick 3
7-6-0
The Pick
7-13-23-27-30-34-37-53
Lotto
7-23-38.41-42-47
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Vote

BOB BILLINGTON
for
CITY COUNCIL
on Nov. 2

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Laker
Band finished 10th, while the
Murray High Tiger Band finished
12th in the Class AA KMEA
State Marching Band Championships Saturday at Bowling Green.

ge

WHAT SERVICES DO YOU THINK MURRAY NEEDS:
1.

TO STOP
1

TO CONTINUE
1.

2.

2.

2.

TO START

FROM PAGE 1
is to raise a pup from birth, and
train him properly as a hunting
_ as Guess did with CadilStyle.
Some,trainers have two or
three dogs, but in recent years,
the top trainers have preuy much
decided to just train one dog.
"The better trainers will only
keep one or two dogs; Umphers
said. "He can only do justice to
one .or two dogs."
Leroy Gamble of Benton is a
member of the Twin Lakes Hunting Club in of Hardin. His dog is
named Hillbilly Mike.
"I've just had one dog for the
last five years, and I've had some
pups now," Gamble said.
Gamble said the costs for

rc

° (#7 On Ballot)

Please call 753-1492 to speck to Loretta with you comments,
or send info. to 303 N. 12th St.

Please Vote LORETTA JOBS - Tuesday, Nov. 2, 1993
Pad la by Ladino Aces 1813 McWW Chapel Pd Mows KY 42l:l1t

MURRAY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Oct. 29
•Pieefighters responded to a cal! at 208' Poplar at approximately 8:20 p.m. Apparently ashes from a wood stove caught
brush on fire. Occupants at the residence were extinguishing
the blaze when firefighters arrived. They Used a booster to put
out the fire. No major damage or injuries were reported.
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Sept. 28
'Billy Gene Cox, Adamsville, Tenn., was cited for escaping
content after authorities received complaints from motorists
Who said a tanker was leaking-oil onto the roadway on U.S.
641 N.
Oct. 30
'William H. Little, 47, Paris, Tenn. was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana under eight ounces,
having a prescription drug not in the proper container,
second-offense driving under the influence and driving on a
DUI suspended license.
•Robin Hicks, 34, New Concord, was arrested and charged
with 'driving under the influence and driving on a DUI suspended license. Hicks was also charged with contempt of
court and lodged in the Calloway County Jail without bond.
Oct. 31
.Stoney Raspberry, 53, Story Ave., was charged with drinking in public and alcohol intoxication.
'Chad Jackson, 22, Rt. 4 Meyfielcl, was arrested at Asbury
Cemetery and charged with criminal trespass.

Both bands received superior
ratings at the event. A total of 36
Class AA bands competed.
Calloway had received six
superior ratings going into the
state finals, while the Murray
band had received three.
Superior rating is any score
over 80.

IN Dog World...

Paid ior by the Candidate, 1566 Whippoorwill

CIN Council

MURRAY POLICE DEPARTMENT
Oct. 30
*Timothy Brian Wright, Rt. 8 Murray, was charged with driving on a suspended license and possession of marijuana less
than eight ounces.
*Robert F. Harris III, Murray, was charged with possession
of marijuana less than eight ounces and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
•The Murray Police Department received a few calls reporting minor vandalism incidents and egg-throwers.
Oct. 31
()Residents at Murray Manor Apartments reported eggs
being thrown.
*A 15-year-old iuvenile was allegedly assaulted on Olive
Street. Charges are pending.

with actress Samantha Mathis,
23, and his 19-year-old brother,
Joaquin Rafael Phoenix, sheriff's
Sgt. Bob Stoneman ,.said.
Harrison Ford, who played
Phoenix's father in "The Mosquito Coast': (1986) and was the
adult Indiana Jones to Phoenix's
younger Jones character in
-Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade" (1989), said he was "terribly sad."
"He played my son once and I
came to love him like a son, and
was proud to/vetch him grow
into a man of such talent and
integrity and compassion," Ford
said. "We will all miss him."
Phoenix was talented and willing to take risks in his acting.
said Phil Alden Robinson, who
directed him in last year's
"Sneakers."

Bands in top 12 at state

* VOTE BILLING TON * VOTE BILLING TON * VOTE BILLING TON *

LOMITA JOBS

REPORTS

travel and training can be expensive — but he loves the sport too
much.
Cadillac Style, the dog owned
by Guess and Meadows, won the,
PKC Reserve Futurity. The dog is
just two years old.
.
"You have to train them early,"
Guess said. "There's a lot of
work involved:"
The PKC National Hunt has
been held in western Kentucky
for several years — and it probably will stay here, because of
the area's central location, and
terrain.
"It's a good location for us,"
Umphers said. "It's a good spot
for our hunters from Texas and
New York to meet."

How Much Will It CostYou
For A Fixed Rate Home Loan At
United Commonwealth Bank?

CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE-RESCUE
Oct. 30
*Firefighters responded to a ehimney fire at approximate
10:15 a.m., at a home on Scluire Erwin Road. Builquperi e
Chimney. apparently -caused the blaze. Firefighters attended
the fire and let it burn out. No damage was reported.
'At approximately 11 a.m. firefighters were called to a trailer fire in the Missing Hills subdivision. The trailer was
engulfed when units arrived. Portions of the structure were
saved. The cause of the fire is under investigation.
iAt 'approximately 8:30 p.m. firefighters responded to a tire
fire on U.S. 641 N. According to public information officer
Brad Kessler, the fire was intentionally set.
'At 9:45 p.m. firefighters attended a second tire fire on
Hwy. 1346 near Dexter. After the blaze was extinguished, it
was reignited and firefighters had to return.
'At 10 p.m. firefighters responded to a brush fire on College
Farm Road. When units arrived, they discover a Very small
fire_ Three men were on the scene for six minutes.

_
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Because
for a limited time,
t
Uni
nited Commonwealth Bank lc
offering qualified borrowers a fixed rate home loan at nO cost No attome
fees, no title insurance, no recording fees, no appraisal costs- no cosr iiliatsoever
If you're looking for lower payments and shorter terms for your
current mortgage or if you want to-get the best deal on a new home
loan, there's no time like the present. And it won't cost sou a penm,
Stop in and take advantage of this no cost home loan from
United Commonwealth Bank.

NotOne Red Cent!

READER INFORMATION
To reach 'all departments of the
newspaper phone 753-1916
Subscription Rates
All substriptions payable in advance
Home delivery 6 days a week
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You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES;
1 Low Back Pain
2 Headaches
Shoulder Pain
4 Arthritis

5.
6
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore' Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10, Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12 Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16,

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic-sere can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for rettricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
If you want more care and treatment.
we do all the paperwork

EVEN MY COMPETITORS

ARE BETTER LOOKING
THAN ME...
(But Not By Much')

FREE.

CALL for

your

Charlie Mimi Pharmacist

FREE appointment NOW!

Charlie's Sale-T
Iliscount-Pharmeey—

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
44-.-12ttr-Streeet-

$
30
VALUE

(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
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FROM PAGE 1
machine. Once that green button
has been pushed, a voter can no
longer cast a ballot.
If, at anytime, you have questions about hoW to operate the
voting booth, just ask the volunteer workers for assistance.
Rushing said she does not
expect voter turnout to be as high
as the 1992 general election.
However, the 1993 election is the
last off-year election in
Kentucky.
She said the City of Murray
and City of Hazel races will draw
more voters.
"But the county will probably
be down from May," she said. Overall, voter registration is up
in Callcrway County.
According to statistics provided by the county .clerk's
office, a total of 18,881 people
are registered to vote in Calloway
County. That is an increase of 80
voters since the May primary and
up 732 since 1992.
Of those voters, 15,765 are
registered Democrats and 2,269
are Republicans. Nearly 10,000
voters are women while almost
9,000 are men.
The report shows 18,413 voters
are white while 468 are black.
Women and Republicans
showed the highest increase in
registration since the May primary with 52 and 65 respectively.

Dr. Dennis L. Haskett, D.C.

DISCLAIMER OUR OFFCE POLCY PROTEC TS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER*Rsoii RE SPONSOLE FREPAYMENT HAS A RIGHT 1.
0 REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SE PNCES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT VtIHICH
PERFO
D AS A RESULT OF AM)WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVCE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT
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•Voters...

759-1116
MB

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU
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When it comes to skin care it's never
too early , or too late - to get started.

Wisconsin win leads to tragedy

Call for your free lesson today. 753-6926
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_ MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
Rebecca Hansen remembers hollering "five" and "four" as the
clock ticked down in one of the
biggest football wins ever for the
University of Wisconsin.
Then a mad celebration began
and suddenly Hansen was fight.
ing to stay alive _under a mass of
bodies.
"There was somebody just to
my left, face down, who was
purple." Hansen, who suffered
only bruises, said Sunday. "I was
screaming. I can't even remember
what, 'Somebody help me. Help
me. Save me."
Thousands of fans surged
down from the student sections.
after Wisconsin beat Michigan
13-10 on Saturday, pressing those
below into a pile several people
deep.
At least 69 were injured4 seven
critically. Eleven remained hospiulized early today, two of them
in serious condition and the rest
listed as-good to fair. Most victims suffered ...broken bones and

some lost consciousness from
Some students complained that
lack of oxygen.
police officers kept them from
Hansen, 19, said the ,human
getting to safety.
tide broke a railing, lifted her • "We would get pushed to the
from her seat and twisted her
front and the security would
around so she landed hard on her
physically hit us and .push us
back on the asphalt running track
back," Michael Stefanski said.
at Camp Randall Stadium. Layers
"They were physically throwing
of people were piled on her from
people back."
the waist down. But her chest
Susan Riseling. chief of the
was fret and she could breathe — , university's police force, said
and yell.
Sunday that an initial review of
As she and others cried for
videotape showed no evidence
help, the band was playing and
that security personnel acted
the crowd was cheering the first
improperly.
win over Michigan since 1981.
An estimated 12,000 students
Fans on and off the field kept
rushed the goalposts from the
partying for several Minutes
northeast corner of the stadium,
before the public address
police Said. When the railing
announcer said people were seriwent, people spilled into a trough
ously injured and urged the
betweeir the stands and a waistcrowd to let paramedics through.
high fence, where Aimee Jansen
University of Wisconsin
became pinned.
Chancellor David Ward said an
"People were screaming' for
their livet, 'Oh my God! Oh my
investigation would be completed
in two or three days.
God!"' said the 19-year-old stu"We-will do everything we
dent who was treated at a hospital
for an arm injury.
can to ensure that. this does not
Wisconsin offensive lineman
happen again," Ward said.

bench is a housewife and mother
who has operated a volunteer
office for the organization in
Covington for most of this year.
She presided when Perot spoke at
the Kentucky Center for the Arts
in Louisville in June.
Perot spoke to the convention
by telephone Sunday.
Longmire and Berberich said
the organization's immediate
priority is to lobby the .state's
congressional delegation to vote
against the North American Free
Trade Agreement, which Perot
opposes. The treaty with Canada
and Mexico is scheduled for a
vote by the House of Representatives Nov. 17.
Berberich said the group might

poll its members on congressional races and announce the results,
as the organization in Perot's
home state did in Texas' special
Senate election this year.
As a nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation, United We Stand
America is prohibited by federal
law from seeking to directly
influence the outcome of a federal -election. Its status also
exempts it from. campaign-.
finance laws.
Berberich said the organization's leaders in each district will
decide the level of activity for
each election. She said the group
is interested in electing to Congress people "who want to
change the way the system cur-

Urban experts say Louisville
needs to merge with county
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Urban policy experts say Louisville should merge with Jefferson
County if it wants to protect its
status as Kentucky's largest city
when census figures are released
in 2001.
A merger would form one of
the nation's largest cities and
would improve Louisville's
image and strengthen its appeal
to businesses, according to some
business and government
officials.
"Louisville really misses out
by not being a merged government because the reality is,
whether you like it or not, the
game is size," said Ron Crouch,
director of the Kentucky State
Data Center.
Not only would Louisville be
bigger, but also its statistical profile would improve, Crouch said.
It would raise median income and
educational attainment, and it
would lower the poverty rate.
By merging with the county
before the year 2000, Kentucky's
largest city would leapfrog over
Cincinnati, St. Louis and Nashville — and would be the
nation's 16th biggest city.
By contrast, if Lexington keeps
up its pace of growth, and if
• Louisville's population continues
to decline, Lexington, which
merged with Fayette County in
1974, could be the state's biggest
city — by a margin of 5,700 residents — when census figures are
released in 2001.
Bill Dakan, a University of
Louisville geographer, said that
merger "acts as a signal that
Louisville-lefferson, County is
thinking about its future, thinking
about its role in the world. It's

* ******
Please Vote For

Tom
Rushing

kind of a marker of progressive,
good government."
Merger proposals failed twice
in referendums in the early
1980s. But the way local government is organized will have to be
examined before the city-county
compact expires in 1998.
Other cities — Lexington,
Indianapolis, Nashville — have
responded to the exodus to the
suburbs by merging. If the city
and county arc one, the county's
gain is not the city's loss.,
"Merger prevents the perception from being a total 'us vs.
them.' Merger means it's all us.
So there's a perceptive attitude
that we have problems in the
community we all need to resolve," said Bob Joice, planning
director of the Lexington Urban
County Government.
Any plan to reorganize will
have to take a hard look at the
needs of the city and county,
which are increasingly disparate.
The population of Jefferson

County outside Louisville is now
-50 percent larger than the population inside the city.
Inside city limits, the poverty
rate is 23 percent. Outside Louisville, it's 8 percent. Inside the
city, 31 percent of the population
is black. Outside 8 percent is
black.
"You have basically white and
rich flight to the county," said A.
Wallace Grafton, a Louisville
lawyer and a promoter of the
merger efforts in the early 1980s..
All those numbers reflect a
national trend that worries 'urban
policy experts. People and jobs
move to the county'while the.city
faces a myriid of social and economic problems with decreasing
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Scott
Bivins
Candidate for
Constable District #.1

Brenda Dickenson, 21, was
among those who had to be
revived. The crowd trapped her,
pushing her face-down.
"Everybody was screaming. I
just remember being pushed and
not being able to —move by
myself," she said from a hospital
wheelchair Sunday.
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Chaplain for Murray Polk
Department
Member of Inahjaarranal
Conference of Police Chaplain.
Licensed Private Pilot
Trained with Kentucky Department of Cnminal Justice tor
certification in police telecommunications and computer
certified for Law Information Network of Kentucky and
National Crime Information Center

"As I went down, I was listening to other girls and other people who were trapped crying
and
screaming out for help," she
said. "I just had faith that somebody would find me and help
me.''

Communications & Citation Officer lot Murray Police Department
I would very much appreciate your ote in the
General Election for District #3 Constable.
A...A
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ServiceMAsTER®
Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists

rently works and move it Closer
to what the founders of this country intended."
Longmirc and Berberich
declined to say how many members United We Stand America
has in Kentucky. The state convention, which began Friday
night with 3 speech from former
Perot media adviser Jim Squires
of Woodford County, attracted -about 60 people.
Berberich was elected by officers and delegates who were
elected in Kentucky's six congressional districts in September
and October. Each of the districts
also will elect a member to the
state board. Berberich will
answer to the board, Longmire
said.

COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
- Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-4960
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WE HAD A VISITOR...
...from the Joint Commission on
the Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations (or, ICAH0).

He examined our training programs for

therapists, technicians, and even thespecialists who file your Medicare and other
insurance claims for you. It seemed to us
that he looked at,over,under and through
every part of Holland Medical.

For a few days the evaluator inspected
everything about Holland Medical Equipment, from the information we give our
patients to the records we keep. He
looked at our equipment, from the hospital beds to respiratory aids.

'So you can see wh-j, we're proud to
announce that Holland Medical of Murray and Paducah has been accredited by
the JCAHO. We're proud of what that
means.

It means that an independent professional has determined that Holland upholds the highest standards of the healthcare industry.
It takes hard work to meet those standards,so we salute the people of Holland
Medical throughout West Kentucky.
Having the best equipment doesn't do
much good without the best people to
back it up.
We're proud to have both.

For

City Comicil
No, 6 On The Ballot
Your Vote Will Be
Appreciated
I401-1/1111711—
* * * * ** *

MURRAY 905 Arcadia Circle • KY 42071
502.753.1465 •
Toll Free: 1.800.227.4125

PADUCAH
1 914 Broadway • KY 42001'502.442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223.4947

Zamimmisimimmommillalollaiid medical Equipment
Certified Blue Cross /-Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment
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For Electrical Service

resources.

"No matter how much the city
works at it, the city cannot solve
the urban problems_ it has without
the help of the white middle class
because they provide the leadership and a good deal of money,"
Grafton said.

km)* hot*

Joe Panos and some teammates
pulled Jansen and some other
people to safety.
"It was the scariest thing I've
ever seen," P31103 said. "I had to
hop the fence to pull some people
out of there who were unconsc4ous. A couple of them were
blue, literally blue. thought they
were gone."

Kentucky Perot group elects leader
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
.„27-year-old Fort Thomas woman
' was elected during the weekend
to head the Kentucky chapter of
United We Stand America, the
political organization founded by
former presidential candidate
Ross Perot.
Deborah Berberich defeated
Mike Montgomery of Versailles
by an unannounced but substantial margin, said John Longrnire,
the organization's state coordinator, who is paid by the national
organization. "She's really
earned the position," he said.
The vote was taken Sunday
during the organization's first
state convention.
A paralegal tirlfairnicg, Ber-
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Where there Ls ,no vision, the people perish'
PUB1JSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. Ut,TC:

WASHINGTON TODAY

Crunch time again
Congress winding up
business for the year
By MERRILL HARTSON
Associated Press Writer

/

k

WASHINGTON (AP) — Legislative rush hour has arrived on
Capitol Hill, and major legislation to overhaul campaign finance
law is ,falling by the wayside in the push toward a Thanksgiving
adjournment.
The North American Free Trade Agreement is hanging precariously. Crime-fighting bills are just getting on the fast track, and a
long-awaited debate on a balanced budget remains ahead.
, With so much at stake and only about three weeks remaining
before Thanksgiving,.Senate Majority Leader Oeorge Mitchell, D.
Maine, voiced his obligatory rush-to-finish warning.
"Completing action and adjourning by Thanksgiving is contingent on passing the legislation we have before us," he told colleagues late last week. "If we haven't, we will stay in session until
Christmas."
A number of other issues must be confronted before the first session of the 103rd Congress can be gaveled to a close. These include
the Education 2000 school-reform bill, unfinished appropriations
bills for the Defense and Interior departments, mIre spending cuts
and an extension of jobless benefits.
The Interior Department money bill has gotten caught up in a
fight over the Clinton administration's attempt to double the size of
fees Western ranchers must pay to graze their cattle and sheep on
federal range lands.
The questions of gays in the military and U.S. policy toward
Somalia and other world hot spots continue to hover over the more
than $260 billion Pentagon spending bill.
One thing is clear completion of efforts to overti&ul the legislative process can be counted out for this year. They have fallen victim to internecine warfare between the House and Senate — and
among Democrats and Republicans
over proposed changes in
operating rules.
"This is going to be-a long fight — but it is an important fight
because we are not going to be able to pass health care, in my
view, unless we modify the (Senate) filibuster," said Rep. David
Obey, D-Wis.
The battle centers on the insistence by House Democrats that the
Senate revamp its arcane rules that permit a minority to grind even
routine business to a halt by using the filibuster to prevent a vote.
Rep. Gerald Solomon, R-N.Y., accused House Democrats of try=
ing_to sabotage the reform effort.
"Now we are being told that it's off for another year. Where is
that bill? I have no idea where that bill is. The nearest I can tell is,
it's being filibustered to death in the (House) Democratic caucus,"
he said.
Said Obey: "No reform fqr minority (Republican) rights in the
House can be brought about until we get some improvement-in
majority (Democratic) rights in the Senate."
There had been high hopes, however, for passage of a bill overhauling a campaign-finance system widely believed tosncourage a
money chase that in effect gives special interests too great a say in
. legislative affairs.
But Rep. Mike Synar, an Oklahoma Democrat who has labored
in recent years to bring his party and the GOP together on this divisive issue, is discouraged.
"We're at a situation where, if the leaders decide there's going
to be two packages — the leadership package and the Republican
' substitute — it's very likely we're going to have a meltdown," he
said.
A bill pissed by the Senate earlier this year virtually ruled out
any public financing of congressional campaigns. And members of
House Democratic task force, Synar said, have doomed passage
prospects with talk of taxing campaign contribution's-. He said a
third package — a compromise proposal — is needed.
-"You cannot tax- free speech," he said.
Synar said the GOP plan is unrealistic because it would ban
political action committees.. "It doesn't take a rocket scientist to
figure our that Congress isn't going to pass a bill that bans all
PACs," he said.
Rep. Bob Livingston of Louisiana, leader of a House Republican
task force on this issue, said getting passage of a bill this year "is a
tall- order."
"All of the machinations they (Democrats) go through are aimed
at giving the incumbents the advantage. We want to give the challengers a shot," he said.
A House vote on the fret trade agreement is scheduled Nov. 17,
and even supporters of the hemispheric accord concede they face
an uphill battle there.
Prospects for passage of legislation to aid in the fight against
crime improved as House Democrats broke the package into several
individual pieces and also shunted aside hotly debated proposals to
expand the death penalty and to limit the avenues of appeal available to death row inmates.
"There is this myth that's built up around thelirst 100 days" of
a new Congress, said Thomas Mann, a Brookings Institution scholar. "They usually don't get things done in the first session of a
Congress."

Attention Washington!
V.S. REP. TOM IRARLOW
1533 Longsvorth Office Building, Washington DC.20515
•
502444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-430_(Washington)
SER.—
NMELt
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washingtess D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (bducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Diary supersedes real business
Our federal government never
ceases till amaze me.
As problems continue to crop
up overseas, thousands of people
are homeless in California and
the health care debate rages, the
U.S. Senate is bickering over a
diary.
Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Ore., is
accused of sexually harassing at
least a dozen women. While the
Senate's Ethics Committee investigates those allegations, they've
decided Packwood's personal
diary may hold some answers.
So, when Packwood refused to
eomply with a subpoena ordering him to produce more than 8,500
pages of his personal writings,
the whole Senate will debate
what to do.
Does anyone else see a problem with this picture?
Yes, Packwood's diary may
answer crucial questions. Yes, it
brings forth another constitutional debate on one's right to
privacy.
But, no, this issue is not solving real problems faking this
country. In fact, the Senate is
wasting tax dollars (surprise) that
could better serve the citizenry.
I'm not advocating the Senate
let these allegations against Packwood slip through the cracks. In

to hear the debate in its entirety.
Thank you, Ethics Committee.
I appreciate your taking my two
senators away from more important duties. Thanks for creating a
three-ring circus amidst fine
marble and carved wood.
I bet Thomas Jefferson is sitting upright in his grave.
ledger & 'Ttmes Ste Writer
If the committee does not think
fact. I would like to hear the
gard the parts not relevant to the
it can handle the issue Itk its own,
facts. If he is guilty of sexual _matter at hand.
then get a new committee.
harassment and possibly other
But really. do 99 lawmakers
Perhaps it is not that the _Ethics
criminal charges, according to
need to gather and discuss the
Committee is incompetent.
Ethics Committee Chairman Sen. issue for a week? Great, just what
Indeed, maybe this is what lawRichard Bryan, D-Nev., then prothis country needs —,a bunch of- makers like — sex. That is the
secute thetrn,,an.
long-winded politicians droning
issue.
Charges‘61- sexual harassment
on and on about the merits (or
I can see it now, 99 senators in
should and must be taken seriousdemerits) of reading a diary!
$1,000 suits with a trail of sufly. However, I don't see the need
Don't we all have better things
fers in their wake gathering
to waste precious time and
to do?
around smacking their jaws and
money getting the answer.
For instance, they could debate
wondering what affair they will
Let's just have a hearing and
heath care or how to increase
hear of next.
.4
let Packwood tell his story and
Gee, are we talking about
funding for education or maybe
Packwood or Clarence Thomas?
the complainants tell their story .frfind funds for federally mandated
I do not support either of these
and some unbiased party decide
programs.
who is telling the truth.
men. I -think sexual harassment
Wouldn't Out be a treat —
has gone too long without
(I think we call that a justice
government actually doing its
system.)
reproach. However, there is no
•
job.
If the prosecution has enough
But, my fantasy government-is -need to create a national
evidence to prove the diary is
spectacle.
still that — a fantasy.
crucial, then go get it. Let the
If Packwood is guilty of sexual
You see, the Senate has
unbiased party read it and go on. cancelled all committee meetings. harrassment, let a "jury" decide
I don't think Packwodd's diary
Lawmakers are on standby and
that.
is subject to open record. The
Senators need to be discussing
a notice has been given that they
laws, not morality.
people who read it should disrewill be called to the Senate floor

1113111MEMBEIIIMIll
Stacey Crook

VANNA SEE MY DIARIES?'

State still has fleet of 10 aircraft
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The crash of the governor's
Sikorsky helicopter in 1992 did
not ground Kentucky's- aircraft
fleet.
Certainly the executive helicopter purchased by Gov. John
Y. Brown in 1980 symbolized
Air Kentucky. But the state still
owns 10 other aircraft that arc
used for a variety of purposes
from spotting illegal marijuana to
spraying mosquitos.
Gov. Brereton Jones still has
not decided whether to replace
the Sikorsky, but officials say the
stigma that accompanied state
officials flying around the state
has all but vanished, and there is
a need for reliable air transportation for a variety of purposes.
The state got an insurance settlement of more than $14 million
for the crash of the Sikorsky, A
new model would cost about $3.5
million.
Meanwhile, the state spent
nearly $120,000 last fiscal year to
pay for 180 charter aircraft trips.
"I think the governor needs
either an sirplane or a helicopter.
I don't think there's any question
about it," said Finance Secretary
Pat Mulloy.
The aircraft the state now has
arc used for nothing so glamorous as ferrying a governor or
hauling economic development
prospects. But the state also
spends thousands to charter
planes for those tasks.
onL craft in the fleet is
less than 10 years old. The planes
and helicopters on hand- are
almost a yard sale collection.

Sturgill said state police have
cut back on use of the aircraft.
"Generally, it's due to budget
cuts," Sturgill said. "That's one
of the ways that we've been able
to keep the things up and flying
is through the use of federal
grants."
An Associated Press News Analysts
, The Department of Agriculture
has the state's newest plane, a
picked up with grants or turned
with an infrared detection device 1990 Ayres Thrush, whose only
over after being confiscated in
and can be used for manhunts. real purpose is to spray for mosdrug raids.
And state police personnel some- quitos in the spring. Two
The Kentucky State Police has
times use them for day-trips to employees can fly it, but that's
the largest fleet and it's indicathe far reaches of the not their full-time jobs.
tive of the rest: a 1975 twincommonwealth.
The Office of Aeronautics has
engine Piper Navajo from the
"I don't know that we need a 1966 model Aztec, a twinDrug Enforcement Administramore, but we could probably use engine model that seats 4. Direction that seats 7, including the
more helicopters. With the tor Bob Bodner said the plane is
pilot; two Cessna 182 models, a
budget, I don't know that will be used three or four days a week to
single-engine craft that seats 4; a
a reality anytime soon," Sturgill make safety inspections of the
Bell Long Ranger helicopter that
said.
nearly 70 public airports in the
seats 5; and a 1965 Cessna 337
Contrary to popular misconstate and private air strips that
that seats 4.
ception, the state police almost seek certification.
Lt. Col. Roy Sturgill said the
never use the planes to nab
Another Long Ranger, a 1984
overwhelming use is for marijuaspeeders, Sturgill said.
model that seats 4, is restricted to
na detection and eradication
There are two full-time pilots
use by the Department of Surface
in the state police and another, Mining, which uses is for inspeceffOrts. Some planes are also
officer who can fly if called
used‘to transport prisoners both
tions of mine sites. A
upon. All pilots are qualified to
in- and out-of-state..
The Division of Air Transport
The helicopter is equipped
operate all the aircraft.
has a small, three-passenger helicopter. That division also maintains all the state, airplanes and
last year spent about $394,000 on
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
parts and labor. The division'
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
employs
five pilots and four
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the folmechanics.
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
State airplanes have long been
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
controversial. Former Gov. Julian
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letteri must not
Carroll used to use planes regube more than 5oo words. Letters should be typewritten and doublelarly, including for personal vacaspaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
tion trips. Brown sold off most of
and to limit frequent writers.
the
state's planes to pay for the
Letters should he addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
Sikorsky.
The current fleet has
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
been accumulated since then.

Mark R. Chellgren

Just drop us a line ...
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Snow halts garden activities
The snow .aught me by sur-prise. but I couldn't help half
hoping that it would cover everything up until spring. and I
wouldn't have to tackle the
remaining tasks in the garden.
But of course the snow melted,
and in the process helped to
further compact the fallen leaves
wild rose bush since midsummer,
that threaten to smother my
dreading having to chop it out.
perennials.
Finally the other day. I just got
It's supposed to warm up later
sick of it and hacked it out. This
in the week, so I guess then I'll
be chasing leaves with a rake and - chore took me all of 10 minutes,
and when I finished, I couldn't
lawnmower.
help thinking that I should have
As usual, the beginning of
gotten out there sooner.
November finds me with spring
bulbs-left to - plant. All -my good
On the other hand, I don't
intentions to get the bulbs in the
think I'll feel that way about the
ground soon after purchase. weeds in the vegetable- garden
ended up to be just intention — that I've been avoiding.
no action.
Weeks ago, I decided to leave
Actually, I did manage to get them be until the frost killed
my fall crocus planted immedi- them off.
ately and have already been
The frost has come in a big
rewarded with bright purple
way, so now I have no excuse to
blossoms.
keep procrastinating, except basic
To plant a bulb and have it
laziness.
bloom in three weeks is pretty
Thc blackened weeds are out
much:instant-gratification from a There, giving -me that "come
gardener's perspective. I was also
hither" type of look, and I probreminded the value of performing
ably won't resist.
some garden tasks in a timely - Of course. if tomorrow mornfashion.
ing I wake up and the ground is
It would have been too sad to
covered with feet of snow, I
have,the crocus bloom in the papwould just have to forget about
er bag they came in, just because
the leaves and the weeds until
I put off planting them.
spring.
There are some garden tasks I
All I could do would be to curl
have been avoiding for so long
up in a chair with a few good
that I'm certain that I exaggerate
gardening books and a nice cup
their difficulty. If I would just get of tea. I know -- in my dreams.
out there and tackle them, I'd
As -it is, the leaves relentlessly
remind me of their- presence.
probably find that they, weren't as
They blow into the house each
bad as I'd thought.
I have been looking at a dead
time I open the door.

Growing In
the Garden

rely.
nee.
two
iporng a
fine

By Cathleen Lalicker

Crystal Pants, right. congratulates Jana Herndon who was selected variety Show winner for Calloway County FlIfT Bureau.

Local students win contests
Calloway County Farm Bureau, trict 1 contests Nov. 6 at 5 p.m.
at Graves County High School.
held its annual membership meetAwards were presented to the
ing Oct. 7 at the Calloway Counby Crystal Parks, chairwinners
ty High School.
-Ed Logsdon-,--Kentucky Corn, man of the county _wgmen
programs.
missioner of Agriculture was the
In the business section, officers
guest- speaker. In addition, the
for the 1993-94 year were
Outstanding Farm Bureau Youth
and Variety Contests were held. elected. Mike Burc-hett was
elected as county president for a
Valerie Dawn Shelton'-and
second year. Donnie Overbey
Falwell
were
Andrew Justin
was re-elected as vice president.
selected as Calloway County's
Several director positions were
Outstanding Farm Bureau Youth.
also filled. Directors re-elected
At Calloway County High
were James Potts, Jamie Potts,
School, Shelton is a senior and
Mark Paschall and Danny Hemsophomore.
a
Falwell
The winner of the Variety Con- -don. New directors to fill vacant
position.were Richard Jones and
test was Jana Lynn Herndon, a
Joel Thorn.
CCHS freshman.
Door prizes were also
These three winners will reprepresented.
sent Calloway County at the Dis-

Pictured are (front row) Julio Fudge, Tony Jury and Amber Branstetter.
Back row (from left) Ted Howard, Nell Simmons and Dr. George
Heersche.

Dairy Judging Te_krIplaces eighth
The 1993 State 4-H Dairy
Judging Team placed eighth out
of 35 teams in the National 4-H
Dairy Judging Contest held in
Kladison, Wis., recently.
The contest was held in conjunction with the World Dairy
Expo.
Neal Simmons is a senior at
Calloway County High School
and is the son of Barry and Sand-

To repcirt local

ra Simmons. He has won the state
4-H Dairy Judging Contest for
the past two years and represented Kentucky on the 4-H
Dairy Judging Team at the
national contest and the AllAmerican contest held in Harrisburg. Pa.
The Kentucky team placed
eighth out of 15 teams in
Pennsylvania.

news call 753-1916
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Grain marketing meetings set
Area grain producers arc
invited to a series of grain marketing meetings conducted by the
Calloway County Young and
Adult Farmer Program at Calloway County High School.
The classes will begin Nov. 2
at 7 p.m. and continue each Tuesday night in November. All meetings will be at the Calloway

County .High School Agriculture
Department.
Topics to be discussed will be
outlook for grains, using options
in a marketing program, understanding charting and technical
indicators and .developing your
own marketing plan.
Any interested producer is
encouraged to attend.

Beef producers invited to attend
series of beef production meetings
Beef production is on the
increase in western Kentucky and
is expected to continue in the
near future.
To help meet the needs of
these producers, the Calloway
County Young and Adult Farmer
Program will conduct a series of
beef production meetings in
November and December.
The classes will meet each
Thursday night during November
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway County
High School Agriculture

Department.
Topics to be discussed include
breed selection, crossbreeding,
herd health, pasture and hay management, alternative feed sources,
fencing and managing the cow/
calf herd.
The first meeting will be Nov.
4. Any area cattle producer is
encouraged to attend.
For more information, contact
Johnnie Stockdale, young and
adult farmer instructor, at
753-2545.
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disc furnace.
DUAL CONTROL/M0de11500

The original Disc
Furnace was the
first of the family of
Safe-TPelonis
Furnaces to be certified and sold in
North America.

-Up to 5200 BTU's
-Safe
-Heats Large
Room
'Adjustable
Thermostatic
Control
•Powerful
'Light, Portable,
Clean, Odorless
.5 Year Limited
Warranty
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CLEAF1 STICK 1 7 OZ

FREE
2nd Set
Premitun Quality Prints

KODAK GOLD
COLOR FILM
Pais 100-35 MM
OR 200 SPEED
II0 FILM 24 ExP

Free 2nd Set cif 3 1/2" OR 4"
Premium Film4Processing Prints
with every roll processed!
Choose Kodalux Processing for
finer detail, sharper images and
optimum color.
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Michelle Alaina Smith born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Alan
Smith of RL 3, Box 256C, Murray. are.4he parents of a daughter.
Michelle Alaina Smith born on
Saturday. Oct. 16, at 1:47 p.m. at

3

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 13 ounces and measured
21A inches. -The mother is the
former Cathy- Vaught Smith. A
sister is • Katie Grace Smith.
Grandparents are Henry and
Betty Thurby of Rt. 1, Hardin.
and Bill and Mary Ann Smith of
RL 1, Dix. Ill.

JO'S DATEBOOK
.Jo Byrkeen
Today Editor
Doll Club plans meeting
Jackson. Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Nov. 3, at
11.
..30 a.m. at Hotiday•Inn, Murray. Grace James will present the
_program on "Santa." All members and interested persons are
invited to attend.

••••

Mon.-Nat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Downtown Association meeting Tuesday
Downtown Business Association will have a special meeting on
Tuesday. Nov. 2. at 5:30 p.m. at Temptations Restaurant, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Sue McCoart, president, urges all
businesses to have representatives at the meeting.

Improvement Volunteers to meet

NA,e

I
120511 ('hestnut • 711-1g11

Dixieland Ctr 753•Vi8OR Chextnut St 1
S.

The Calloway Genealogical Society will not meet on Tuesday,
2, scheduled because of the General Election that day. The
1 Nov• as
meeting will be held Nov. 9.

Ilier1 imports

cl1SCICCilailS

•-

Genealogical Society meeting changed

(4
4 Nora Goland
bride-elect of
Chuck Ehrsom
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Selections is pleased to
announce that Debbie
Stubblefield, bride-elect
of David Oliver, has
joined our bridal registry
by choosing stainless by
&than

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Crouch

•

A1,-ts
Moss...-19e T ilei-ary •
Mary Ann Littleton
Certified Bodyworker &
Massage Therapist

Massage can relieve
muscle tension.
Work stress and strain
chronk palm .

Call for Appointment

Message promotes relaxation
and wet being.

753-3390

125/
07
945
Just In Time
For Christmas!

Seventieth anniversary
reception to be Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Crouch of Rt. 7, Murray, Lynn Grove community. will celebrate their 70th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Nov. 7.
A reception will be hosted by their niece, Mrs. Maxine Crouch Bell
of Williamsville, N.Y., and their nephew, Jimmy Crouch and wife,
Barbara. of Las Cruces, N.M.
The event will be in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives and friends are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not bring -gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Crouch were married Nov. 10, 1923, by the late Rev.
L.V. Henson at the home of the bride.
Mrs. Crouch, the former Winnie Sims, is the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Sims. Mr. Crouch is the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Lan Crouch.

fttl

The Community Improvement Volunteers will meet Wednesday.
Nov. 3, at 4:30 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. All members are urged ta attend.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday. Nov. 2, at 3 p.m. in
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more information contact Nancy Rose R.N. and Hospice Director,
and Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist, at 762-1100.

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Nov. 2. from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church. This is a
fret service of the church.

Bereavement Group will meet
Bereavement Support Group .will meet Tuesday, Nov! 2, from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in Educaiion Unit, Classroom 2, MurrayCalloway, County Hospital._ For, more infonnation contact Nancy
Rose,' Hospice Director, at ?62-1389.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, Nov. 2, at 930 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has meet Tuesday, Nov.
2, at 6 p.m. For more information call 753-0082.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Nov. 2, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C Building on Squire\Hale
Road, between South Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The
doors will open at 6 p.m. Proceeds are used for church and Civic
projects.
•
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TOPS will meet Tuesday
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KAPPA MEETING - Bob Valentine presented a program on "Bridging the
Gender Gap" at the October meeting of Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club. Hostesses pictured are, from left, Faye McConnell,
Sondra Barnett and Dru McKinney. A western theme was used for food
and decorations. The department will meet Tuesday, Nov. 2, at 6:30
p.m. with Debbie caner to lead a discussion on planning the annual
tour of homes. Hostesses will be JoAnn ERwin, Dana Billington, Cindy
Lowe, Beverly Galloway and Sondra- Grimes.

i1

•
,

November 2'

Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Nov 3, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets.

.,

Save 15%
STOREWIDE
* We Now Carry Men's Workboots *

sHoe sensaTion
?Ise Xivriect AG% ,it 74 Xi/rjea Pau
Chestnut Hills - Murray
753-6242

Ky. Oaks Mall - Paducah

443-1331

*************************

Discipline Positive Parenting classesx will be offered each Tuesday in November by the Family Resource Center. The daytime
class will be from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. each Tuesday at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. Free child care will be available. The evening class will be from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at East Elementary. In
connection with the evening class, special academic assistance
"Fun with Housework" will be offered for students. Free child care
will be available for younger children. For more information or to
register call the Family Resource Center at 753-3070.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday

(Certain Restrictions
May apply)

*4.

Special classes are offered

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will Tuesday, Nov. 2, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. "Singles Making Friends"
will be the program by Linda Marshall. This program is for singles
who are feeling loney or bored and want to hear new ideas about
making friends, being a briend and keeping friends. This will be
dues' night. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne,
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

1 1,
$

4

Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34,.will meet Tuesday. Nov. 2,
at First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th Streets, Murray. Weigh
ins begin at 6 p.m. and meeting at 7 p.m. TOPS (take off pounds
_sensibly4--is-an international non-profit weight control. program and
support group; For-Ttirther -iliforniation -Call 759-9964.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday

_ • •. e,

v.

Monday-Tuirsday-Wednisday 101;
Thursday 11 Friday 9-8;
Saturday 94; 'Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary, Ca 7594811

TRUE YOU.

Charlie ficKenney

Why settle for a perm that isn't
as individual as you are? We'll
tailor your Post Impressions'
Perm to your hair, your style, and
your budget. Regularly priced
S55 - this week, only 47.99.
For the salon neareet-you,

(owns and operates C.D.M. Construction)

call 1-800-542-58611.
Long heir and design sprigs mare Chir9111
Otte. expires November S.
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Free tests will be given Tuesday

Parents Anonymous Tuesday
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OPEN 6 DAYS OMNI TUES., NOV. 2-SUN., NOV. 7
Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m. On Sun. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
MURRAY
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Candidate For
Murray
City Council
"Let me work for you down at City Hall"
Please Vete, November 2!-1,4
Paid For By Charlie McKenney
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Red Cross Blood Drive will start here Tuesday

CALENDAR

A Red Cross Blood Drive,

cessing fee is charged to cover

Red Cross Campus Blood Drive

the cost of collection materials
New sterile needles and tubes are
Tsesday. Nov. 2
sponsored by. the Murray State
Meads', Nov. 1
and laboratory testing. The blood
Stogie Tna/7 p.m.A..ouie's Steak House,
University Student Government
used with each donor These are
Disciples P•sitive Parenting
Info/Wynnona. 753-7845. or Joe,
Classe,s/12:30 pm/Glendale Road Church
is separated into its components
Association, will be Tuesday and
then destroyed
1-527-9177.
of Christ; 6.30 pm /F.ast Elementary.
of red cells, platelets, plasma and
Nov. 2 and 3. This
Wednesday.
The Red Cross supplements the
Center
Resource
Family
Info/753-3070,
Merray Lodge Nei. 115 Free and
p.m.
to
5
a.m.
cryoprecipitate.
will
11
These
be
from
compolocal
hospital bl.`..x1 bank supply
'Murray High Scheel events include RegAccemed Masons/7:30 p.m.dodge hall.
nents are available, on call, to
when needed to ensure an adequ
each day in the third floor banional Soccer at Ty Holland Field/5:30
Agoraphobia, Ailliaty, Panic Dna*f
area hospital.
quet room of Curtis Center,
p.m.
ate reserve
Support Group/6:30 p.m./Calloway CounCalloway Cosaty Band Boosters/5-30
ty Public Library.. Info/753-1907 and ask
There is no possibility of conMSU.
Stockade
p in
for Kathy.
tracting a diseas by donating
The blood collected will be
Coffee Break/9 30 am /Martin's Chapel
First Christian Clatareb events include
area residents. There
blood, according to Marjory and
available
to
Methodist
Church.
United
Literacy Board/noon. Boy Scout Troop 77
_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown of
problood.
A
Rod
charge
for
the
no
is
Sanders, co-chairman-of the
Columbus
m./Knights
of
Binge/7 p
at 6.30 p.m.
Ri 6, Boa 331, Murray, are the
building.
Merray-Callisway County Camera
parents of a son, Dakota Thomas
Parents An•nyas•ss/ft p.m.
Club/7 p m /Calloway Comity Public
Brown, born on Wednesday, Oct.
lsto/753-0082.
Library.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky /34. Fuss
13, at _ 8:05 a.m. at MurrayFire
Volunteer
Valley
1l.1/Water
After the finesse succeeded, as Calloway eounty Hospital.
South dealer.
Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
CornValley
/Water
Department/6:30 p.m
Dexter/senior acuv Hie $ cancelled because
seemed likely from the bidding, deNeither side vulnerable.
The baby weighed eight
munay Caster
of General Election.
darer had smooth sailing. He cashed .
NORTH
pounds
three ounces and meaAA and Al-Anom closed discussion
pm./for
Weeks Center/open
the ace-of-Moans, led a diamond to
•4
meeting/8 p.m/American Legion Buildsured 201A inches. The mother is
senior citizens' tctivities.
dummy,
cuffed a heart with the club
likti 6 3 2
.
ing. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Hazel Ceeter/open 10 ans.-2 p.m floe
queen, led thilieyen of clubs to
•A K Q
Info/753-8136 or 435-43.14.
senior citizens' activities.
dummy's nine, ruffed dummy's last •
•K ./ 95 4
Opts Ritilag/5-16 pit'/West Kentucky
Alcoholics Anonymas/ppen meeting/I
heart with the ace, anti trumped a
WEST
EAST'
Expo Center. Info/762-3125.
p.m./Amencan Legion Hall, South Sixth
spade in dummy.
Quad-State Choral Festival/7 p.m./Curns
and Maple Streets, Murray.
•Q 76 2
•A K 9
Caner Ballroom Murray State. AdmisThe K.,/ ofclubs drew West's two
Calloway County Genealogical Society •5' 5
-K.1 1094
sion free.
will not meet today.
.
remaining trumps, and the A-K of
•7 3
• 984.1
First Baptist Church events include
Calmer. Support .Group/3 p.m./private •10862 - •
diamonds won the last two tricks
•—
Trustees' meeting/2:30 p.m., Grief Supdining mon at Murray-Calloway .County
Six
clubs doubled and madegave von
port Group/6 p.m., Louie Moon Group w/
Hospital. Info/Nancy Rose R.N. or Mary
Zedtwitz a score of 1,090 points.
•1053
Mary Nell Riley and Betty Sleeld w/Becky
Linn MS14/762-1100.
Subsequent analysisshowed that
•-A
Garvin/7 p.m.
mainmast Support Group Education
'
.the slam could not have been made
• 106 5 2
First Presbyterian Church events include
meetiiii/4:30 p.m./Murriy-Calloviay
_without the deep trump finesse at
•A Q 3_
Brown Bag lunch/11:30 a.m.. Worship
County Hospital. Info/Nancy Rose.'
trick three. Finessing thefour ofclubs
Committee/7 p.m.
762-1389.
The bidding:
First United Methodist Church events
Stogies Organisational Society (SOS)/7
was by no meansjust a fancy play—
South
West
North East
include Reach-Out Callers V/I p.m..
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info. Pameit was absolutely essential.
Pass
l•
2+
1+
Adult Disciple Bthie Study/6 rrn.
la, 753-7638 or Jeanne. 753-0224.
West'could -have thrown a span3V
2E
2.
Smith Masud Grove United. Methodist
Hardie TOPS Chapter/7 - p.m./Hardin
ner
into the works by playing the six
4
V
'Pass
5*
5+
p.m.
meeting/7
general
Church Women
Library.
of
clubs
at trick three instead of the
Pass
Pass_
6
•
Pass
First United Methodist Church events
Marray High School events include Reg
deuce,but this does not diminish the
I'HMS
Dble
tonal Soccer/5:30 p.m./Ty Holland Field.
include UMW Executive Committee/9
luster of von Zedtwitz's play once he
/petting lead — six of spades.
'Tuesday, Nov. 2
.
—
.
anici
Downlows Buslisess -Kasocialion/5.3u
Thisdearwas played in WS 1930a. got the-Chance- to finesse the four:
1205B .Chestnut 753-1851
St. John's Episcopal Church events
p.m../Temptations Restaurant.
which accounts for some of the bids Taking advantage ofdefensive lapses
include
evening
Prayer/5:15
pm.
Book
Fair/
Murray Middle School PTO
that led to six eldlis doubled. -De- is an important part of the game..
First Baptist Church events include
p.m/Reading Room. Talk by Dr.
darer
was Waldemar von Zedtwitz,
Mothers'
Day
Out/9
a.m.
and
3
pm.:
Robert Lewis/7
,p.m./school auditorium.
whose name has been closely agree MurrayOptimist- C1ub/4:30. General .__WM1J/9:30 an.; Dorothy
lined with virtually every facet of
Group/11 a.m./Feltowship Hall; Kathleen
p.m./Houseplace Restaurant.
Jones Group/2 p m: w/Leone Travis; Bea
contract bridge from the time the
Kentucky-Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
Walker/7 p.m. wit.ticy Lilly.
p.m./Louie's. —
game was invented in 1926.
All•State Help Session/5-9 p.m./Price
Free blood pressure checks/tint-2
West led a spade, taken with the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. MSU.
p.m./Murray Seventh-Day Adventist
-king, and East returned the jack of
Wrather
West
Kentucky
Museum/open
Church.
-hearts. yon Zedtwitz finessed the
8:30 a.M.-4:15 p.m.
Calloway Casey Public Library evrnis
queen and led thu three of clubs.
Lead Between the Lakes events include
include Paerenu and Twat/9:Tb cm. and
Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and 2 - When - West played the deuce, von
Story Hotir/10:30 a.m.
p.m./Visitor Center; Iron Industry/t0:30
Zedtwitz played the 'four from
Kappa Deportation of Murray Woman's
a.m. and 1:30 p.mAlomeplace.
Club/6:30 p.m/club house.
dummy'

Area residents are encouraged
to donate at the drive on Tuesday
and Wednesday If this time Is
not conenient, please schedule a
donation through the Murray
Calloway County Hospital Blow.
Hank.

Dakota Thomas Brown born
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Charlotte Uchtenegger
bride-elect of_
Jimmy Tripp
has made her:
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

the former Crystal O'Neal. A
brother is Cody Juwayne Brown.
Grandparents are Tom and
Sheila Higgins of Murray and
Richard and Ada Brown of Pine
Bluff, Ark. A great-grandmother
is Mrs. Mildred Drake of Pine'
Bluff, Ark.
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THE

TREASURE HOUSE

OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Kimberly Hosford
bride-elect, of
Joe Wade Paschall
has made her
gift selections
from
:Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Neil imports
120511 X7hestnut

753-1851

DAILY SHIPPING 1U;
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Your Health Is The One Reason Murray-Callowa
County Hospital Provides 26 Medical Specialties.

gov.

LICS-

late
The
ivic

en you need a
TAT/hen
-- whether
it's a family practitioner,
an oncologist or a
vascular surgeon — you
can rely on the 4841111time physician specialists

at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
For nearly a century,
Murray-Calloiray County
Hospital has joinedwith
experienced, compassionate physicians to

provide the best possible
healthcare. And because
our doctors are on-site,
local physicians, we've
earned a reputation
for taking good care of
- our neighbors. .

•

2, •
;igh
nds

If you're looking for a
qualified physician; call
Dr. Finder, our toll-free
physician referral line
at 100-342-MCCH,-and
we'll help find the right
.
doctor for you.

,

JohtiR Quertermbils,-MD
Internal Medicine

Flie Medical Stall'
Allergy
Rn hrii H 'AN(
Anesthesiology
anion

f

Cardiology
+
Dermatology,
fintit n
Emergency Medicine
F tv.af d

Billy P Pool M

'Family Practice
Bale-, BirriirnI M '
Hoard H Crouch Ml'
Robert fitighe, r)
Robert M Korolevich M 1
1•;aro-Man4uardt. M ii •
Gastroenterology
Wirte F,ri( f
General Surgery
Janie,.Craig Dowd,'
C I owry M
YiLlharns..
Geriatrics
Clark Harris MI)
Internal Meicrne
Richard Blalock M In
'Hollis Clark MD
Dan Miler D

Hal Houston iur
Charles Tucker M

Cathryn Christopher M
Clan Harris, M D
John A Ouertermou

Neurology •
Jon M Gustafson M D

iesimc
laic
enIn
rice
are

Obstetrics & Gynecology
Geoe Cook MD
Lewis Drake MD
Tom Green M
Stephen K Hall M
Goilfail Jones M
Oncology
, Mehdi Ahmadt M
Ophthalmology
William Had. MI)
James). Hart. Jr . MD
Oral& Maxillofacial Surgery
Michael I Fitillev. M 0 _
Orthopaedic Surgery
Haviroiit Chao-tie. M () John Yeierski M tI

7 to

at 7
ids"
gles
out
be
sort
sarme,

Otolaryngology(Ear, Nose & Throat)
PhilIpkiapoer. M D
Pathology
-1)ewey Dean M
-Pediatrics
Clegg Austit, M

.Joyce Hughes. M

Podiatry
Slliart A Naulty D P M
Psychiatry
Barley Binford, MD '—
Radiology(Diagnostic)
H Casey Hines, MD
MD

Prue Kelly, MD

Radiology(Therapeutic)
Nassit Saghafi. MD
Spine Sucgory
Mark Crawford, MD
Urology
• HS Jackson MD
Steven I Treyathao M D
• Vascular Surgery
James Craig Dowdy, MD Hal Houston. MD
C C I awry MD.
Charles Tucker. M
Robert T Wullracns,MD

Working 71•• #
For Your kl
• Robert Hughes, MD. •
&ray Practice
,

Robert T Williams, MD.
General and VasculartSurgery

7bm Green. MD
Obstetrics & Gynecology

*
Kentucky407:4---•—(502)--762-1100
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SPORTS
'Cats focus
on Vandy,.
then Jan. 1

•
646.

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky coach Bill Curry doesn't
want his players to look further into the future than
Saturday.
"If you start thinking about
New Year's Day, you're going
to have problems," Ise said.
during
his Sunday
teleconference.
Kentucky took a big step
toward a bowl date on Saturday when it defeated Mississippi State 26-17, and
improved to 5-3 overall and
4-2 in the Southeastern
Conference.
A sweep of the next two
games — a road trip to Vand4rbilt (2-5) next Saturday,
followed the next weekend at
home against East Carolina
(2-6) — would have the Wildcats sitting pretty for either the
Peach Bowl on Dec. 31 or
Sunshine Classic on Jan. 1.
For awhile against Mississippi State,'when the Wildcats
nearly squandered a 26-3 lead.
Curry thought the Wildcats
were thinking too far ahead.
But Curry said it won't happen during the week.
"The one thing I can control is practice, and I will not
let that occur," he said.

1

See Page 9

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Wrrter
cODKEVILLE — Those slippery Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles just keep slipping away
from the Murray State Racers.
As usual in recent years, the
Racers let opportunities slip away
and on a cold, wet, damp day,
couldn't get a good grip on the
Eagles in a 31-16 loss to Tech at
Tucker Stadium.
The loss dropped the Racers to
3-5 overall and 3-3 in OVC play
— and erfe-ctively ending any
Racer hopes for post-season.
Tech stayed alive in the OVC
race, moving to 6-3 overall and
5-1 in OVC action, a game
behind Eastern Kentucky:
Murray State had hoped to slip
- up on the Eagles,--wha were-coming off a tough loss at Eastern
Kentucky the previous week.
But the only thing slipping
were the Racers. Murray fumbled
twice, had two safeties, and skidded most of the afternoon on the
Oberall Field turf. They also let
Tech tailback Willie Queen literally slip through their hands for a
big touchdown run.
"I'm disappointed, becuase
thought we could get these guys,"
Murray State coach Houston Nutt
said."We caught Tennessee Tech
at the right time."
STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo
But they couldn't catch and
Murray State quarterback Cory Rodney tiles to escape the grasp of Tennessee Tech's Jim Nelson dining
keep
a hold of the Eagles on
Saturday's 31-16 Tech victory In Cookeville.
Saturday.

Kansas City 30-10 to tie Shula
with Halas with 324 career victories. "But this one was for Coach
Shute."
It was, in many ways, a game
typical of Shula's career.
, Scott Mitchell, who replaced
the injured Dan Marino, threw for
344 yards and three touchdowns,
bringing Shula's career record
with backup quarterbacks to 27-7.
That's a winning percentage of
.794, or better than his overall

winning percentage of .678 — he
is 324-152-6 to 324-152-31 for
Halas.
Shuts, who was relaxed enough
to get married during the offweek two weeks ago, limited
himself to leaving the field With
two hands aloft to fans who were
yelling "Shula! Shula! Shula!"
"It's been a lot of years. I'm
very happy to tie a record set by
a guy that's meant so much to the
NFL, George Halas," Shula said.

Then he paid tribute to his team
and coaches.
His players, meanwhile, were
playing tribute to Skala — in various ways.
With 30 seconds left in the
game, safety Louis Oliver-and
tight end Keith Jackson sent a
security guard to ask a fan for his
banner, "Shuts 324," that had
been hanging over the railing
11 See Page 9

Smith smashes Eagle plans in Dallas win
Sunday's Games
Groan Bay 17, Chicago 3
Miami 30, Kansas City 10
Indianapolis 9, New England 6
Tampa Bay 31, Atlanta 24
-N.Y. Jets 10, N.Y. Giants 6
Dallas •23, Philadelphia 10
Now Orleans 20, Phoenix 17
San Diego 30, L.A. Raiders 23
San Francisco 40, L.A. Rams 17
Denver 28, Seattle 17
Detroit 30, Minnesota 27
237 yards in a 45-24 victory by
the Cleveland Browns in 1961,
could only bow in respect after
Smith's performance.
"He's-got vision like no other
back in the league," safety Rich
Miano said.
Smith amassed his total on 30
carries — a 7.9 average — while
eclipsing the 206-yard team
record of Tony Dorsett. Ironically; that came against the Eagles,

in 1977.
"We had a great deal of difficulty stopping the run," coach
Rich Kotite said in what hardly
was a revelation. "Their offensive line was overpowering."
Smith said he was somewhat
surprised when Philadelphia —
despite heavy rain — began to
concentrate more on stopping the
pass.
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FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

Mon. 7 5:30 p.m.

'

Tues — 5:30 p.m.

Tilghman (16-2-3)

Mon. — 7:30 p

Heath (12-10)

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

..

Marshall (16-3-2)

Tech 31, RACERS 16
00 10 0600-16
07 06 14 04 — 3'
1st CianeMr
TT — Bowen 17 peaw_from Jonas (Gapmen
kck)
led -US — Chrs Dal 21 kid goal
IAS — Hermiston 23 pass intetaaptic• return
MURRAY ST.
TENN TECH

SCA

Dl ludo.

to
to
goa
14
wid
wig
fror
per
to

TT — ()seen 75 nim.(gack deed)
3ed Quader
II - Jones 16 run (Gipson luck)
MS — Hee 12 pass Worn Rodney (kick tailed).
IT — Bentley 25 pass Mom Jones (Gipson
luck)
41114 Wester
TT —.Safety, Rodney all ri add zoos
Rodnay
sacked in end zone
TT — Safety.
.• • •
TEAM ETATS
TEN. TECH
MURRAY'ST.-- -14
First Downs
I
as
40
Ruphse
143
Rushing Ywds
122
12-26-1
1002
122
1211
Passi
Pans
gs7wels
244
271
Total Verde
4-40
Punts
7-33
4141
2/17
Penalties
2/2
Fumbleskost
2/1
29-22
:asailditin
90:31I
• • • •
INDIVIDUAL STATE
RUSHING — (Murray St.) Scarborough
13-70, Cox 10-46, McGowan 7-26 (Tech) W
Ck,een 6433 TO, Penis 20-72
PASSING — (lAirray $t ) Rodney 11-21-0
119 TO, Mosby 1-3-0 9 (Tech) Jones
10-22-2 122 2T0
RECEIVING
(Mutmrf Sc) Mason 3-45,
Shepherd 3-44, Hall 2-21 (Tech) Perry 3-33
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"We turned the ball over, and
that's the biggest thing. You
can't turn the ball over," Nutt
said. "But we got back in it, and
at a point in time, I thought with
William Hampton's interception
we might of had something going
right there.
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Eastern stays on top of OVC;
SEMO,Tennessee St. win big

wh

stot
out,

The Associated Press
• Relegated to a runnerup spot in the preseason, Eastern Kentucky
is back in its accustomed position in the Ohio Valley Conference
— resting in first place and unbeaten in the league.
The Colonels (5-3, 5-0 OVC) polished off Tennessee-Martin
30-0 on Saturday to peset their first shutout since a 35-0 win over
Tennessee Tech in the third game of the 1992 season.
Mike Pennman rushed for 212 yards and one touchdown and
Leon Brown added 103 yards on 12 carries and a touchdown to
pace Eastern.
Middle Tennessee State (4-4) traveled to Oklahoma to▪ meet
Division I-member Tulsa — and the Blue Raiders fell 38-17.
In league rnatchups. Tennessee Tech topped Murray State 31-16,
Southeast Missouri downed Austin Peay 17-7 and Tennessee State
posted its first shutout since 1986 with a 15-0 whitewashing of
Morehead State.
Tennessee-Martin (4-4, 3-3) punted 14 times and was held to 49
yards and three first downs by Eastern Kentucky, which amassed
20 first downs and 456 yards on offense.
Kelvin Anderson rushed for 196 yards on 40 carries as Southeast
Missouri defeated Austin Peay.
The Indians (1-7, 1-5) were in firm control, holding Austin Peay
(1-8, 0-6) to 139 total yards. The Southeastern offense gained 361
yards.
Tennessee State's running game got third-quarter scoring runs
from Darron Davis and Morris Jamison as the Tigers (3-5, 3-2)
defeated. Morehead State (3-5. 2-3).
The Tigers gained 249 of their 254 rushing yards in the second
half, taking the lead on Davis 9-yard run less than three minutes
into the second half.
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Despite a loss in the district
tournament finals, things are
looking up for the Murray High
soccer team as they head into
the opening round of the First
Region Boys Soccer Tournament at Ty Holland Stadium.
"We're playing at home and
we got a decent draw," Tiger
head coach James Weatherly
said. "The rest is up to us."
Murray (125-3) will meet
Fort Campbell (10-9) tonight at
5:30 with The winner taking on

First District champion Paducah
Tilghman on Tuesday night. In
Monday's second game, Madisonville meets Heath. while
Marshall County awaits the
winner. ,
Murray defeated Fort Campbell 6-2 on Oct. 16 in the only
matchup between the two
teams.
"They're an up-and-down
team that's having trouble putting things together," Weatherly
said. "But I guess you could say
the same thing about us."

—Vinyl Siding

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

—.Replacement Windows
'Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE.ESTIMATES

Bob
Cornelison

1

Championship
Thurs. — 7 p.m.

Tues. — 7:30 p.m. I

Also Available As LILA.

753.4703
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Tigers draw Falcons
in '93 soccer region

Ft. Campbell (10-9)

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.

"We just took what they gave
us," he said.
It was his quick adjustment
that resulted in the 62-yard run
with 3:45 remaining, the play that
ended Philadelphia's hopes for an
upset.
"They thought I was going
outside and I just popped it to the
inside and got past the safety,"
he explained.

MURRAY (12-5-3)

Madisonville (16-2-3)

EARN
5.75%
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Queen's 75-yard gallop
freezes Racer chances

•

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA — The Philadelphia Eagles had a precise
plan for stopping Emmiu Smith.
"Gang tackle him, put four or
five hats on him and the rest
come in and strip the ball," linebacker Seth Joyner said.
That was before Smith rushed
for 237 yards — the sixth-best
total in NFL history — while
leading the Dallas Cowboys to
23-10 victory Sunday. His running resulted in a 62-yard gameclinching touchdown, and set up
two field goals and a third TD.
"I didn't expect to have such a
great day against the Eagles
because they play such tremendous defense," Smith said. "I had
great running shoes on today."
The Eagles, who also allowed
Hall of Famer Jim Brown to gain

FRC

Once again, Tech slips past Racers

Mitchell-led Dolphins win one for Shula
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
MIAMI — Winning one for
the Gipper? Overworked.
Winning won for Don Shuts?
Well, one more victory and he
has more than George Halas, who
actually was coaching when there
was a Gipper.
"I think we want to win every
game for the Gipper," rookie
running back Terry Kirby said as
Shula's Miami Dolphins beat

1111

CALL
753-7020

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400

industrial

Rd. * 753-1111

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Gallagher fights
back for victory
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FROM PAGE 8/
"They've got a good offensive
line and they've got a good
offense. The biggest thing is that
we can't help them. We did some
foolish things. It was sad the way
we started, and that's what
bothered me."
The Racers fumbled on their
first two possesions, and most of
the first quarter was played in the
MSU- end of the field. 'Tech
punched it in when quarterback
Mike Jones hit tight MO- Steven
Bowen on a nice screen pass and
a 17-yard touchdown pass.
With the Racer offense struggling. Nuu pulled senior quarterback Butch Mosby and his
injured' shoulder for freshman
Cory Rodney. Rodney. with help
from freshinan running back Tim
Scarborough. moved the Racers
to the Tech 3, but the Racers had
to settle for a Chris Dill field
goal.
Murray then jumped on top
with 4:10 left in the first half
when Hampton again stepped in
front of a Jones pass, and scampered 23 yards for a touchdown
to give the Racers a 10-7 lead.
"I just sat on the receiver in
the flat, and it was an overthrown
ball, and I just watched the ball,"
Hampton said.
But the Murray State lead
didn't last very long. Two. plays
later, Tech tailback Willie Queen
scooted for what looked like a
15-yard gain. The Racers had
Queen stopped -7 but not down,
and the junior who has battled
injuries all season (and battered
the Racers his entire career) kept
moving, and suddenly broke free
- much to the surprise of the
Race,defense.
"It was just an unbelievable
play," Hampton said. "We had
guys there, but we didn't wrap up
and he broke a long one."
His touchdown gave Tech a
13-10 -lead, and the Golden
Eagles a huge emotional lift_
"It was nice to see Willie -back
there today," Tech coach Jim
Ragland said. "The trademark
thing that Willie does, is that
when you think you have him
stopped, you don't. He breaks
out, and he"s gone."
Murray State's opening kickoff
in the second half was short after
Dill slipped on the turf. Tech,
behind the running of. Mike
Penis, moved down the field, and

•'Cats...
Murray State taltbeck Tim Scarborough tries to bust through the tackle
STEVE PARKER/tudgst li Times photo

of Tech's Jeff Moran (46) Saturday.
scored on a 16-yard draw play
have a long way to go," Rodney
from quarterback Mike Jones to said. "I still have to adjust."
„• Classmate Scarborough rushed
take a 20-10 lead.
The Racers answered, with
for 70 yards, getting the call 13
Rodney tossing a pretty 12-yard
times. Nutt called on Scarborscoring strike to Matt Hall. Dill's ough after an injury to Vi'aynce
PAT missed, and the Eagles took
McGowan.
a 27-16 lead when Jones hit Ger"Look at how miny young
aki Bentley for a 25-yard touch- people are playing," Nutt said.
down with time expired in the "They just continue to grow up.
third quarter.
They are going to be something
special when they are juniors and
From then on, the Racers were seniors."
force to gamble - and Rodney
Even so, Ragland had good
was sacked twice for safeties.
words about the Racers.
"When you're playing catchup
"I've said it all along, and it's
ball, everything is different," easy to say something nice about
Nutt said. "I thought Corey did a somebody after you beat them.
nice job of coming in and Moving
but they've done a really nice job
the ball when Butch got hurt." with this team," Ragland said.
In his first extensive 3CtiOnr---""They are the most improved
Rodney was 11 of 21 for 119 team in the league, no question."
yards and a touchdown.
The Racers return to Stewart
"1 think I got a little better as Stadium next week for the home
far as decision-making, but I still finale.

FROM PAGE 8 .
Anti that means the focus will
be on Vanderbilt.
"Wc're not interested in any
other game," he said. "We're i
interested in getting our record to II
6-3 against Vanderbilt in Nashville, Tennessee."
Freshman tailback Moe Williams rushed 16 times for 80
yards despite having a sore knee
that slowed him in practice leading up to the game.
"Moe's like all great players."
said Curry. "When it comes time
to compete, he comes to work.
I've never seen a freshman like
him."
Of the other injuries, quarterback Pookie Jones (back) practiced Sunday and will start on
.Sauuday while defensive end
Zane Beehn (hip) is probable and
reserve quarterback Antonio
O'Ferral (ankle, Achilles) is
listed as questionable.

Jane Rogers Ins.
.6 kw all your'family insurance needs"
305 N. 12th St., Murray
Century

21)

733-9627

4.•I4 I••••

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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RICKY
EDWARDS

CALLOWAY CO. CORONER
Experienced and gualified

•Mitchell-led Dolphins...
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SCOREBOARD
(nazi to

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)Jim Gallagher shot a 2-enderpar 69 for a one-stroke victory
over Greg Norman, David
Frost, Scott Simpson and John
Huston in the season-ending
$3 million Tour Championship
on Sunday.
Gallagher, who earned
5.540,000 for his second victory of the season, finished
with a 7-under 277 total cm
The Olympic Club's
6.812-yard layout_ He finished
the season with 51.078,870 to
become one of five $I million
winners.

9
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FROM PAGE 8
during the game. Then, about two
dozen players picked up the banner and posed for the 100 or so
cameras that were waiting for
Shula to come off the fluid.
With 20 seconds left in the
game. linebacker Bryan Cox
doused Shula with a bucket of ice

water fetched by that other free
spirit, Oliver. "It was my best hit
of the game," said Cox, who just
a month ago was fined by Shula
for making an obscene gesture to
fans in Buffalo.
Now he takes his pursuit of
victory No. 325 and the overall
record to the Meadowlands,

id
to

where the Dolphins will play the
New York Jets next Sunday. The
Jets have given Miami trouble
over the years and handed the
Dolphins their only loss this season, 24-14, in the second weeiCA,N

.
V

*Served with the Calloway Co. Coroners Office as
Coroner & Deputy Coroner for over 3 years
*Graduate of Ky. Coroners School at Eastern Ky.
University
*Served for over 15 years ivs an Emergency Medical
Technician
*Served 13 years with Calloway Co. Rescue Squad
and D.E.S.

A Write In Candidate For Coroner
Vold For Hy Th. Carrthclate

Kt 4

Murray rty 42071

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM
Thefollowing is a list of Floridafruits and nuts available through Farm
Bureau. Deadline order date is Nov. 12. Delivery date is the week of
December 13Jó be picked up at the Farm Rureau office. Call the county
office, 753-4703, or send thisform to P.O. Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071 no
later than Nov. 12.
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Buy any Large Pizza
ly

at Full Reg. Pike

Get a Medium
Cheese Pizza,
Super Order of
Cheesesticks or
12" Dessert Pizza

PL

Street Addre-ss

QUANTITY

au

Chestnut

sot

Chestnut

753-6656

753-4656
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Telephone No. (502)

From

Pot loardon shown ado.*
stly.

Zip Code

City

PRICE

DESCRIPTION
Box Navel Oranges, 4/5' Bushel

13.55

Box Juice Oranges, 4/5 Bushel

9.95

Box Tangelos, 4/5 Bushel '

11.55

Box Pink Grapefruit, '4/5 Bushel

1.1.20

Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12-11 Oz. Cans (2.25 per can)

23.85

Case Redskin Southern Fried Peanuts, 12-20 Oz. Cans (2.60 pa can)
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12-20 Oz. Cans (2.70 per can).

28.85
30.10

Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 6-4 Lb. Cans (7.50 per can)

40.30

Case Pecans, 12 One-pound Bags, fresh shelled (4.35 per lb.)

52,15

ROasted Pecans, 12-9 Oz. Cans (3.40 per can)

38.15

TOTAL
PRICE

Pure Peanut Cooking Oil, -8-64 Oz. Family Size -Bottles (5.00 per btl.)....37.15
29.15
Case *HiDensity Frozen Orange Juice, 24-12 Oz. Cans

t offer
'
Not rod with any altar ouroon
01/118 rod throu#1 Noe 4. 1915

Case *Hi Density Frozen Grapefruit Juice, 12-12 Oz. Cans

18.20

Case **Lemonade Concentrate, 24-12.0z Cans

14.90

Bluebird Grapefruit Juice, Ready to drink 48-6 Oz. Cans

13.40

Dist Squad Hand Cleaner, 12-16 Oz Cans

17.15

Dry Roasted Peanuts- No salt, no oil, no preservatives 12.16 Oz. Jars (2.20 Jar). 24.05
*Nlay be diluted with 5 cans of water

May be diluted with 41/3 cans of water

Please return this form by November 1210:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, K+,-- 42071.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEATHS

Stock Market Report
Prices as of 9 a.m.
Memel bad
3621.-1/4
K-Marr
24%•114
K U Kamm
31/14-1
/
4
19% sec
Knew
LG&K
4114 sac
Maisel
Mo.%
471#1-14
McDonald,
Merck
INA sec
J.C. Poem
52 sec
Peeples Fine— 194,11 411/aA
sac Quaker Oafs—
621/...34 Sclierkis-Plosib---CP1••/
1
4
ritit Soars

Darren M. Foster, 21. of
South 13th Street. Murray,
died Sunday at 4:30 a.m. (See
accident story on ,page 1). A 1991 graduate of Murray
High School, be attended Murray State University and was
a member of the Racer Patrol.
OP' Vionw Price
A Navy veteran, he also was
i•ord Maw
Elsclric
Gemini
employed
at Domino's Pizza
,
and Save-a-lot Grocery.
Cuiadrich--4302-14 Time Warser..—__ 0+14
Born May 23, 1972. in
.44/
3
4 sac UST
Goodyear
Murray, be was the son of
4571.-14
—'IBM
Vanessa Foster Shinault and
Michael Ellis. His grandfather,
Hilliard Lyons
L.D. Foster, preceded him in
Could Square
death.
Murray, KY 420'71
Survivors include his mother
(502) 753-3366
and stepfather. Vanessa and
Vincent Shinault; his father
and stepmother, Michael and
-Charlotte-6114f- -feur- einemDarlene Foster, Diane Foster,
Ashley Ellis and AmandaEllis; one brother, Adam Ellis;
maternal grandmother. Mrs.
For our Con% enience \o%. Otters
Willie Foster, greatgrandmother, Mrs. Fedelia
Austin, all of Murray; his
paternal,grandmother, Mrs.
FriJa
Mary Sue Ellis, Paris, Tenn.;
Ship 11 cek I% &
tmoue%
several aunts, uncles and
t PS
cousins.
M- 11
J M
x pm.Sat.
7 pm Nun I p IT1.
11., ha 1 •
il,mpit Nara

_
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,
tr

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

UPS
D.,,, Pick-Up
_

Mrs. Meyie Scott Hortin

Darren M. Foster

Door j41111111 lad. Avg.-428
DM Previous Clase.--36N-59
424••10,
Air hided'
S7'io-44
AT&T
&Ph sac
Id Sunk
1171/3•14
Brim &
Bride, Myers Snelbb—SPI. roc
Cliryslar
Dose Foods
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Mn. Mellie Scott Hortin,
85, Murray, died Sunday at
8:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Coy Hospital. Her husband.
Dr. 1J. Hortin, died Nov. 27,
1992.
The valedictorian of the
1926 class at Heath High
School, she received her
Bachelor Of Science from.,
Murray State in 1932. She
taught at Fisher Elementary
School in McCracken County
•
in 1927-28 and 1929-30.
Mrs. Hortin, like her late "
husband, was noted for her
writing. She had articles published in many magazines,,
including the Filson Historical e•
Quarterly, Horsemen's,Journal,
Woman's Day, Home and Gil:
DARREN M. FOSTER
-dan,-and-Os-Kentucky-PeatoySociety Quarterly.
The funeral will. be Saturday
She also wilt a freelance
at 2 p.m. at ML Horeb
writer for the Associated Press
Freewill Baptist Church, Murand had articles in three of
ray. Burial will follow in
the copyrighted books from
Murray Memorial Gardens.
the summer Jesse Stuart
Friends may call at the funCrative Writing Workshop at
eral home from 6 to 8 p.m.
Murray State University.
In 1974 she received the
Friday. The body will be
Distinguished Service Award
taken to the church at 1 p.m.
from the Ohio University
Saturday.
School of Journalism for "meritorious service to student
journalists" for the 20 years
her husband was director of
two sons, Greg Lawson and
journalism there. She was
Kevin Lawson and wife, Cinnamed, to several Who's Who
dy, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
publications.
Linda Story and husband,
Active with ,a number of
Tommy Dan, and Mrs. Wanda
losal
and national organizaButler and husband, James, all
tidiSs, she was a member of
of Murray; one brother, Merthe National league of Ameriritt Lawson, Orlando, Fla.; one
can Pen Women, the P.E.O.
granddaughter, Mary Phoeniz
International Sisterhood, the
McCubbin; his parents-in-law,
Kentucky Poetry Society, the
Shannon and Viva Ellis.
Kentucky Historical Society,
The funeral was today at 11
Women in Communications,
a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Murray Magazine Club (presiChurchill Funeral Home. Dr.
dent 1969-73), Rose and GarGreg Earwood officiated.
den Club (president 1977-78),
Tonya Thompson was soloist..
First United Methodist Church
Pallbearers were Junior Garrison, Jerry Lee Hopkins, Earl
Tabers, Tommy Carroll, Jerry
Scarbrough and David Gupton.
Mrs. Margaret Jean Rogers,
Burial was in West Fork
64, Rt. 1, Murray, died SunCemetery.
day at 9:20 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of
Grove Church of Christ.
Union
July 16, 1947; one ion, Dr.
Feb.
22, 1929, at MayBorn
W. Gerald Davis and wife,
the daughter of
she
was
field,
Susan, Hendersonville, Tenn.;
James
Roscoe Jones
the
late
one sister, Mrs. Laruc Spann
Kennedy
Willie
Mae
and
and husband, Guy, Murray;
Jones.
one brother, James A. (Jamie)
Survivors include her husDunn and wife, Margaret, Rt.
band, Eldon W. Rogers, to
6, Murray; three grandchildren,
whom she was married on
Grace, Rose and Tyler Davis.
Dec.
23, 1951; three sons,
The funeral will be Tuesday
Stephen Dwaine Rogers and
at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of
wife, Sherry, Germany, Phillip J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Clay Rogers and wife, Becky,
John Dale will officiate. Burial
Hokes Bluff, Ala., and
will follow in Murray
Anthony Paul Rogers and
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4:30 p.m.
today (Monday).
John C. Locker, 77, Paducah, died Sunday at 3:05 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital
there.
rallaral-SPAn llorket News Service Ploy. 1, 11403
Mr. Davis retired from the
11miticky Pardons Arm lies Merit& Report td.3
U.S. Navy after 30 years of
&
Baylis sladoes1r &et I, Mt 30$
Gas .311) beer
Asa* 1.•• Mew
service. He joined the Navy in
1143.1*-4.1.34
UP 1.3 2.3132311 5s.
1935 and was stationed on the
3411.1111-41.341
La 1.1 min as.
3CL113-43.1311
US 3-3 13•440 56
USS
San Francisco before and
141.50-41.%
1.5 3-4 310-1711 lbs.
when it was attacked at Pearl
1133.1111-33-01/
la 1.3 331-311 5a.
Harbor. He wore the Presiden133-•••33.10
US 1.3 31113-4116 5s.
tial Unit Citation, Navy Con1.11 1-3 410-333 5..333A11-34.011
11311.111.37A*
1.3 323 sod up
duct Medal, Pre-Pearl Harbor
1133.1*-34433
la 34 31/$31M Si.
Ism 1129•11-3&10
Award, American Theatre of
Operations, Atlantic-Pacific
Theatre of Operations, AsiaticPacific Theatre of Operations,
World War II' Victory Ribbon,
Philippine Occupation, National
Defense and Navy Occupational Ribbin.

William Ted Lawson

if

s

Memorial
Baptist Church
906 Main Street

REVIVAL
Sunday, October 31

through
Wednesday, November 3

Services Nightly at 7:00.
Monday-Thursday at Noon
(Lunch Provided)

Brother Sammy Lee
Gilbreath
Florence, Alabama
Music by
Steve Shirk
For Transportation Call Memorial Baptist Church
at 753-3182
114k
011*b•
I
IMMO
%-taimow
1.11

You're Invited to a FREE Seminar.

Your Retirement Health:

Financial
Physical

57'

You are invited to join us on November 6 to hear
local experts tell you how to get the most out of your
retirement.
)0 Health professionals from Murray Calloway
County Hospital will show you how to make an
emotionally smooth transition into retirement.
ro.• A Social Security Officer will discuss the proper
procedures of filing for benefits.
a. Investment Experts from Hilliard Lyons will
explain methods of setting up an effective income.
stream and preparing for long term health care costs.
Please join us for an enlightening Saturday morning that is sure to improve your outlook on retirement.

William Ted Lawson, 66,
Glendale Road. Murray, died
Saturday at 4:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His death followed an
extended illness.
. A self employed wholesale
car dealer, he was a member
of First Baptist Church. He
was a Navy veteran of World
War II.
Born March 18, 1927, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late William Lynn
Lawson and Birdie Adams
Lawson.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary Ellis Lawson, to
whom he was married on July
4, 1953; one daughter, Mrs.
Connie McCubbin and
husband, Kent, Owensboro;

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

$e

I Before theCINeedinArises...

November 6, 1993
8:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Barkley Room
Registration 8-8 45 m

tort
vot,

Admission is tree, 1)04 sealing is limited. Reser\e your seat
today by returning the c oupon below or 1-n, (1 IIrng
;5(12175 i 3ibf,

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

HILLIARD
LYONS
seats

"Name
Address
City, ST, Zip

1

In=

Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING APS
With This Coupon
$49500

AN=

Seidedo Alvin York, Bobbie Wileoz, Jaime
sod Kairta

*team. J664 Plereworaky./WI& York

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMI3LE'TE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

'A;ge"
•-1 Please reserve

Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Billie Pace Locker; two
daughters, Mrs. Linda Klaibei
Ashland, and Mrs. Nancy
Vick, Sumpter, S.C.; one sister, Mrs. Evelyn Howard,
Paducah; one grandson, Steve
Klaiber.
Services will be Tuesday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home
Benton. Dr. Mickey Carpenter
will officiate. Burial will
follow in Briensburg Cemeter;
Friends may call at the fun
eral home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).
Memorials may take the
form of contributions to the {,
South Ashland United Method
ist Church.

* FREE HEARING TEST

•

Sponsored by

wife, Debbie, Henderson,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Frances Howard, Mayfield; two brothers, J. Dougla
Jones, Russellville, and Carl
Wayne Jones, WingO; three
grandchildren, Crystal Nicole,
Jessica and Riley Clay Roger
Services will be Wednesda)
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
John Hoover, Henry Hargis
and Kenneth Jarrett will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Macedonia Church of Christ Ceme
cry in Graves County.
Friends may call at the fur
eral home after 5 p.m. ,
Tuesday.

John C. Locker

HOG MARKET,

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean. Dependable Cars
oCall Us For Rates

and Meuse Belle Hays Circle
of United Methodist Women.
Born Aug. 5, 1908, in
McCracken County, she was
the daughter of the late
George Winfield Scott and ,
Ada Harris Scott. Preceding
her in death were two sisters
Ina Harris and Ruth Scott,---ai
four brothers, Paul. Grady,
Steve and Bryan _Scott.
Survivors include four
brothers-in-law, Dale E. Horti
Bonita Springs, Fla., Virgil
Hortin, Albion, Ill., Dwane N;
Hortin, Duquoin, Ill., and
Charles L. Hortin, Carmi, Ill.
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will he- Wedne
day at 2:30 p.m. in the chap
of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Dr. Jerry Jcffords will
officiate. Burial will follow it
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the fun
eral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy
may be made to the Dr. Li.
Hortin Scholarship Fund at
Murray State University.

Mrs. Margaret jean Rogers

Mrs. Julia Frances Davis
Mrs. Julia Frances Davis,
68, Rt. 6, Murray, died today
at 3 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ, she had
retired from South Central
Bell Telephone Company with
33 years of service.
Born June 23, 1925, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Gray ..
Dunn and Fannie Morgan
Dunn.
Survivors include her husband, William F. (Bill) Davis,
to whom she was married on

NELLIE S. NORTIN

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Phone

Reg. Price $545.00
Not Valid With Any Other Offers
This Coupon Offer Expires 11/30/93
* Local Resident seniors (Ages 60+)

'Finest Professional Service
'Batteries/Repairs All Makes
'In Home Testing Available
Call Today For Your Free Test!
753-8055

713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

-2011'11!1E-41110 Ct
Fou4th
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Home Owned and Operated

Mail to: Hilliard Lyons. Court Square,Murray, KY 42071
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

TO PLACE

ASil
$5.00 Column Inch
10% Discount 2nd that.
40% Obcount Sod Run
IM lAta tam am Italiei4 DR Pedal/
$1.75 per column Inch extra kir
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
254 per word, $5.00 minimum
1s1 day.Se per word wady for
each addieonal consecutive
day. 81.75 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Clossifleds go Into Shopping Guide.) 42.00 extra for
bend box oda.
rarg.221.11-$2222132Pgia
A $200 roe we pe redutred ismax*
Off changes to ad ale, decKlane

ANAD
010
020
025
030
040
050

190
370
39C
400
55C

Legol Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thones
h Memory
Lost & Found

060
07D
090'
130
110

&MEM=

6
CALL 753-191.

EMPI.OvNIFNI
Help Wonted
Domesec & ChllOcore
Situation Wonted
Business Of3a0VnitY
Instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes fOr Pent
2813
FARMERS MARKET
265 Mobile Horne Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
Form Equipment
Wont To Rent
UeestOck & SUPOkes • 310
320
Apartments For Rent
Poultry & 9.431:riot
330
Rooms For Pent
Prodic°
340
Houses Far Pent
Feed & Seed
For Rent or Lease

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Triode
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sole
Apptionces
orrie Furnishings
Antiques
Vocuurn Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heovy Equipment
Sports Eakriprnent
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
I V & Radio
Pets & Subibilles

SERVICES
GOO
230
250
290
530

irsurcince
Exterminating
&Arlen Services
Heanng & Cooling
Services Offered

470
480
486 490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Voris
Used Trucks
,.. Campers
Boots & Motors

120
130
14:1
150
155
too
165
170
1-80
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
365
420
43(;)
435
440
450
460

410

543
560
570

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Loose
Home Loans
Peal Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For Trade
Flee Column
Wonted

Advedieen are requested to
check the Ard Meech/xi at
ads for any Wm.Murray
their.
ledge, t'*nes will be responsible for only one Ideated Insertion. Any erlor
should be crowded Immediately so corrections cat be
mode.

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fil. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 o.m.12 p.rn.
• Doodltnot or. 2 cloys
hi advancet-

•

010

Legg
Notice

.
nd
ing

,isters

ly,

Horti
gi I
ne W
1
, Ill.
ws.
'edne!
chap

will
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fun
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Top soil/dirt. Best
offer. Can see at
Sigma Pi Fraternity, Hwy. 121.
You 'arrange for
pickups. Send bid
price/ & telephone
number to:
1903 Coldwater Rd.
Suite 24
Murray, KY 42071

Li.
at

The corporation reserves the right to
reject any & all
bids.

)orayougla
2arl
ree
cole,
toger
esda)
of
ome.
gis

aceeme

e

Murray State University is accepting sealed
bids (MUR-053H-94) for items which are
surplus to its programs. Items for sale include:
map cabinet, asst. tables, offset press, 15pass. Dodge vans, tires, vacuum cleaners,
office machines, and misc. Items which may
be seen on November 15, 16, 17th by calling
(502) 762-4435. Bid forms are available at
Murray State .University, purchasing department, Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071 or by
Bid opening is
calling (502) 762-4434.
November 30, 1993, 2:00 p.m., CST in the
purchasing department, general services
building. All sales are final.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information • call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-hee local clam secy*Ar

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south ri Sq Hale Road, right on Sq. Had Road 1/4 mid
NON-PROFIT OFIGAITTATION
OPEN 10 THE PUBIC
753-0466 P0. Box 1033 Murray

Ugly Duckling
MEIMICE211
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
wife,
two
la ibei

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

sis-

;teat
ay - al
Fil-lome
enter

neter;
1 fun
:
nday

the
thod

ENO

AN Ohio Oil, Co offers high
income, plus cash bonuses. benefits to mature
person in Murray ores. Regardless of experience,
write M K Read, ALUBCO,
Box 426, Dayton, Ohio
45401.
Goodness, gracious,
sakes alive, look who's 45!!

Happy Birthday
Jud En lish
AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches.
gyros. Open all yew at
5pm. Closed Mon and
Tues.
474-8119,
1-800-649-3804

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
, If you are under age 65 and qualify for

MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a 'guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

BOOKKEEPER/Secretary.
Knowledge of general office duties. Wil be working
with • computer Must be
able to work with customers Experience helpful 40
plus hours per week Apply
xi person Myers Lumber Co
of Murray, Inc, 500 South
4th St, Murray

NEED extra money for
Chnstrnas? Join our cornpeny today. Earn $6 to $8
an hour Be your own boss
today
Ceti
1-800-FOR-AVON

heavy
Equipment

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Experienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436-2569
040

NURSES Ail. work all
shifts as needed Must be
flexible 8 have own Pansportation Good position for
person not requiring full
time job. Pleasant atmosphere, good working conditions. Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge. 1505
Stedften View Df, Murray
E0E.
OFFICE assistant, needs
typing, WordPerfect skills
knowledge of Calloway
County area preferred
Send resume to PO Box
67, Murray, KY 42071

PosItioa
Wanted

ASRLEY wood burning
heater, Kenmore washer
436-2825
BEAUTIFUL black velvet
size 9 dress with gold
worn once perfect cond.Son,$140 new. asking $W
901-498-8980.

ALTERATIONS and re BOGARD trucking and exinc. We haul top
pairs Rental gowns Wei- cavating.
soil, gravel, fiN dirt, while
dos. Ruth's See and Sew.
rock, np rap 759-1828
Country Square. 1608 N
121. Murray 753-6981
CDs $3 95-$7 95, tapes
$1-$2 95: books $6 dozen.
SEWING jobs wanted, inmovies $3 95-$7 95, Playcluding formal wear
boys 10410. Booktrader
753-1061.
opposite Penney's. Mayfield 251-3233.

4620 JOHN Deere, duals,
986 INTERNATIONA
$5400 437-4723, truck 9370
753-2289
437-4639

-411Prerecel
1984 FORD 0700, 22/t box
with hydraulic lift gate.
53,XXX original miles, excellent condition, $9500.
436-6079.

A FIREWOOD for
437-4667
FIREWOOD, also tree .t4f
vice Call 436-2562

DUMP trucks for sale 3
Bob trucks. 1985 Ford,
1989 Chevy; 1977 Ford,
1975 GMC Tandem dump- PIANO tuning J
Cal after 7pm 354-8619. Gotbschaiti, 753 9600

100

COMPUTER desk & printer
table with corner connector Complete work center
No experience
NATIONAL COMPANY Oak finish, like new Make
necessary.
\Mil
seekilocal
distrito
partner
offer 436-5076.
DRY dean your carpet, rent
teen
managePART erne sales clerk bute 100% Pure Natural
-•
the fast 8 easy Host Dry
ment
potential
available, retail experience Fruit Juice to high traffic DRIVE on trailer for 4
Clearing System Cal to
preferred Apply atMi Tux- accounts such as Maio' wheeler or ndirtg mower, aN
within 6 months.
reserve a Host Machine at
edo, 304 Main St .
Moiels Trade Schools, steel. $200 753-2339
car
Company
Black's Decoraeng Center,
Car Washes, Etc FIRESCREEN with glass
Gyms.
producon
based
701 S 4th St. Phone
PART time with possib‘
You need good character
tion. Health-retirefits
fie time later on Hours
doors,
753-0839.
and $14,700 Cash for tum3p-11p full time position available
ment, If you have
10 30am-2 30pm Short or
38-48Wx24-32H, antique
k
y
e
business
nurse with supervisory skills.
cook + kitchen helper
for
fireplace tools.
der
finish,
brass
a
sucto
desire
0
0
Apply inside Pam's, 410 1 800224-4723
popcorn popper, bellows,
ceed we will help
benefits and competitive
Excellent
TU., NM 2, 1993
Main St No phone calls
leather coat, fuN length,
you achieve your
salary.
please'
black full collar, size 12,
Write In Vote
goals. Not Just a
Ware
baby crib, mall ski exerContact: Barbara Clapp, RN
For Constable
Job, but a future.
SAFETY Advisor,
To Bur
- ciser, settee; loveseat
will
Company
52150/mo
MonInterviews
Director of Nursing
1st District
753 6724 aher5pm.
train Call Mon-Fri, ANTIQUES by the piece or
day-Wecinesdcw
Apply In Person
collections Cal 753,8433 NEW Loggy Bayou Climbonly
9am- 1pm
9a.m.-5pm. 901atter
5pin
615-399-8269
ing tree stand with climber,
502 753 1304
668-2053.
firm 436-2626
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 4.'
SHONEY'S Inn a seeking CASH for mobile home $125
tires 8 axles removed
A write in vole is
NEW metal siding 8 roofCAR stereo installer, ex- guest service representa- 436-2578
beto
potential
with
tive
Wig Cover 36'cut to length
easy, simply write-in
perience required List exlors, galvanized
perience and/or resume to come general manager CASH paid for good, used in 10
PO Box 48, Murray. KY Applicant should be know- rifles, shotguns. and pis- and galvalume. Secondary
ledgeable of local busines- tols Benson Sporting if available. 489-2722 or
42071.
s
I have fiied the
ses and university depart- Goods, 519 S 121h, 489-2724
Inm1
CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs ments Please apply in-per- Murray. .
needed papers.
REaltors currently has 2 son for interview Shoney's
Your vote will count.
positions available for Inn, 1503 N 12th, Murray, GOOD.quality used treadPaid lor by candIdal• RI 3.
•,
I fJ
mill, pasture for 2 horses
agents who are self star- KY.
Muiray, Ky.
from Faxon to lake area.
ters, looking for direction
arid management support. WANTED barmaids, wait- prefer close to lake
APARTMENT size electric
Call 753-1492 ask for resses 8 dancers, $500 436-2626
stove, white, Hot Point, exHouse
DoN
weekly.
plus
Brenda
cellent condition. $125.
VIDEO Production SpecialPositions for 3p-1 1p and 11p-7a
Cafe, Paris, To
753-7668 days.
ties can transfer your horns COUNTER help with some 901-642-4297 7pm-2am.
Articles
Excellent benefits and corn
shifts.
movies to videotape for waitressing, Mon-Fri,
MISMATCHED washer,
For Sale
petitive salary.
1 lam-3pm Apply inside WELL established furniture
dryer, $1,00 both obo
only $.08/per foot No mini753-7213
mum. Call Donna Darnell Pam's, 410 Main---St. No company taking application
Contact: Barbara Clapp, RN
for full time sales and man- 1(E/1 FT brake. Pro Two,for
759-9246.
phone calls -"WASHER & dryer, deep
agement positions. Send vinyl siding 436-2701.
Director of Nursing
freeze; frost free refrigeraDO you need a GED? Do resume to: Gary Wiggins,
Apply in Person
you need hOpe for the hi- 305 N. Main, Benton, KY 200E YAMAHA 3 wheeler, tor, electric stove.
shaft drive, $495 Channel 354-8528.
lure and help to get a solid 42025.
Master color antenna 8
career? We have 22 JOB
502 753 1304
New Life
wire, $80. 9N Ford tractor. WHIRLPOOL dryer, excelopenings for people 16 thru
0'0
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42(11
Whit-'
$100.
Christian
condition,
lent
753-5463,
$1300.
21 that are not full time eigh
Desiestio
pool washer for parts, best
Book Store
753-0144.
school students. Call
aillikspi
.offer. 753-3445 aher 6pm.
days
Five
753-9378
week
a
Wed & Thurs
35MM CAMERA Nikon
between 8;00am-3 00pm. CLEANING houses a My N2000 with zoom-Nikkor WHIRLPOOL refrigerator,
10 a.m.-4.30 p.m
an
are
We
This
EOE.
probusiness Reliable and ex- lens, like new, $250. good condition. Hot Point
Fn 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
ject is funded by the West- perienced. references Cal 762-6542 or 753-3642 after dryer, fair. Call 753-8430
• Storewide Specials
ern Kentucky Private In- Linda 759 9553.
days, 759-4806 nights after
6pm
dustry Council-JTPA
• Daily give-a-ways
*Tv
DRIVERS needed Both
408 Main St.
experienced and inexperAlurroy-Callowos County nuptial a lead.',
753-1622
ienced. Tuition pied trainprot*ding qua/in- healthcare in Ri.sfrrro
We are the single largest supplier of cable
ing for inexperienced drivKentucky and Northwest TYfine met, anwaill, •
programming in the country Our company is a
ers, if you qualify. Call toCOLOR t.rreod dinette
the fidlowing'oh opentru4s
day for your future
dollar that has more than doubled its
set and 'stereo cabinet,
Last
1400-e774140
CLINICAL MANAGER
size in the past 2'/: year,
super ling waterbed; set of
Awl Found
Depression glass dishes;
Seeking a dynamic nursing manager for our
Management opportunities we promote from
EARN
weekly
$1000
23
up
LOST: 4 month ofd brown
Critical Care and Second Floor nursing unit
Sears side-by-side refrigerwithin Retirement and medical available Company
Boxer pup, wowing blue processing mail Start now
Baccalaureate prepared registered nurse
ator. (502) 437-4215.
car available slier 30 days, based on production.
' No experience Free supcollar. Lestneer Happy Howith 3-5 years critical care experience and a
Average salesperson will earn $1,000 per week aSTRIPPED green 8 white
liday Travel on Hwy 94E. plies Free informaeon No
minimum of 2 years management experience
bove aderage 21,400-$2,000 per week Protected
sofa 8 loveseat, $500.
Any information call obligation. Send SASE to
required Excellent salary and benefits pack
28,
Dept
travel
Lifetime,
Box
P0
overnight
no
appointments,
pre-set
territor
489-2881
753-7227 or 753-4561. Reage
39, Bangs, TX 76823.
Interviews Monday thru Wednesday,
ward Offered.
Call 901-868-2053, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
LOST: Male. 2yr old, Blue EXPERIENCED and knowFor detailincoratact:
MURRAY
N
Heeler,in Lynn Grove area. ledgable bookkeeper or beI vo Ryan
abtreetes
Nurse Re, mite.,
$100 Reward. Scott Eng- ginning CPA Send resume
CALUMNY
PO Box 1594, Murray,
STOP by and see Pfaff's
(502)762-1319
land 435-4401.
--KV-424)7k....... ......
CX)UNTY
new computer sewing maF,11,41 , lop.qt, 0,
chine Model 7560. EnglEXPERIENCED tig welder
HOSPITAL
ish's Sewing Machine Co.
8 shop labricstor. Apply at
Hwy 68, Reicland, near 1-24
802 Chestnut or call
kN, 121 i I
1441:1 P(.plat rert • Mtar,n,
Exit 16 1-800-788-6106
KITCHEN help needed_ 75 3 8 1 8 1
from
7:30arn-3:30pm, Mon-Fri. 8arn-4;30prn
Apply within 410 main. No
Pun this 2x2 consistency ad in Classiphone calls please.

SALES

luelneas
Opportiailty

West Vi •

RN Supervisor

••••••••

ROGERS

YtVest

L.P.N. Staff

OPEN HOUSE

VOTE
November 2

Dr. Dan M.
I.

Domestic
& Childcare

Phillip Lynn
ROGERS

America's Second Car

fur

Nods,

Help
Wanted

Miller
City Councilman
Let's Keep City
-Halt Downtown!
Pad for by the committee to elect Dan Miller, Laura Miller - Treasurer.

IN-HOME CLOSERS

BUsiness on
a Budget?

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers. Must have minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable experience, excellent pay, major
medical, dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retireHoene
ment.
weakencN.

fiedsevery day.including the Shopper.
for Si)a month (paid in advance).

FLEXIBLE WORK HOURS

Call 753-1916 for details.

PLUMLEY APPLICATIONS...
...are being taken for flexible hodrs arid reduced work weeks
If you are 18 years or older and are interested in part-time employment with flexible hours (days or nights) apply in person at
the Paris Park Plant.

MASSAGE TO YOU

Thursday,,11/4/93,

200 p.m. to 400 p.m.
- Or.
Friday, 11/5/93, 900 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.

•Swedish Massage

•Reflexology
•Deep Muscle Therapy
•Energy Balancing
Oleic= tight scre muscles - Releose fatigue &stress
A treat for yourself or o gift for o friend
Get Certlecotes Reolloble

DIIIN IMES

1-800-782-8759

licensed Mosid9II Therapist

501-753-3101

We are willing to work with you in setting a schedule to accomodate
your needs.
EARN DTRA CHRISTMAS MONEY
_WORK AROUND COLLEGE k HICH SCHOOL SCHEDULES
SCREDUiEs to.ACC$314013-Ait 'PA1EI15 OF taloa'aCCE -CHTLDREN.

100 Plumley Dr.
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Hasa
For Saki

Hama
For kb

Used
Cars

Unitas
Mend

fisr4kas

38R,24 beet brick. 2 car
gawk 2330sq ft $68,500
48/1-2972.

IN Canteitrury, 40r. approx
3800eq ft WIN consider
Wads. 753-3672 Mar 5pm

1985 PLYMOUTH Dueler.
55,XXX
real dean &
sporty, excellent first ow.
$2500 obo 753 3643
759-4106

ANTIQUE refinishing. karate, repair & datren
woodwortung 753-8056

GENERAL Repiw plumbing, roofing. tree work
436-2642

38R, 2 bath ranch home,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
corner lot near North
Factory waned by 3 011110f
1998 OLDSSODBILE
manufacturers Al work
Eanantary. Call Michael at
roe swoon wagon 50,XXX
arid pens warranted Ask
Greys Properties
mites extra dean Call
tor Andy at The Appliance
759-2001 for details.
HARLEY Davidson. 1990, 436-5614 after 5pm
Worts, 753-2455
GUARANTEED to please FLSTC, mint condition, 1088 TOYOTA Corolla F X,
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Nicely designed & crafted 6,4XX miles Phone
2dr, Notchback Sip, air, KAMMoria, Westinghouse,
1860sci ft energy efficient 7511-9828
am/1m strife°, great cond- Vifhiripoot 30. rears exbrick home 3d 2 bath
o:in, ore, $3100 753-8881 perience
BOBBY
great room with fireplace 2
if no answer leave HOPPER
436-5848
car attached garage on
Cire
large. wel landscaped lot
BACKHOE Service, comOniy minutes NW of Mur1999CAVAUER,a
44
1
2 plete foundations
ray $60s MIS 84730 Call
39)30( auks.
R.H Nesbitt, Masonry
1978 7-BIRD. 82,XXX is
K tripp•r ud
iisesalla.
—Phone 492-8516, ()Pager
mites. excatrunt- concitiort.
7531222.
1986 Cutlass, 26.XXX 1990 HONDA Accord LX, 762-7221
Ara new. 753-4470. brown. 19690. 753-9779
NEW homes,'88 city LanBACKHOE SERVICE
tos, 2 or 3br, 1 or 2 bath. 1984
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
PONTIAC 2000,
rang•
price
instaaation. repair, replace$52,000-S62.000, com- loaded, $750 435-4477
ment 759-1515
nights
plete Call 753-4444
BACKHOE Service ROY
1985 CADILLAC Sedan
NEW house, • 3br, 2 full DeVile, high mileage,
good 1975 CHEVY van, 350 auto HILL Septic system, drive„bath, large family room di- condition,
transmission, ors, pit, sr, ways, haukrigJoundesons,
$3200
ning room, kitchen with
tilt 474-8216 der'
etc 750-4664
437-4854
custom cabinets, utility, 2
1984 CHEVY Conversion BOB'S Plumbing Repair
car garage, nice dad. Spe- 1985 CADILLAC Ektarado
cial touches throughout 1979 Camaro. mint condo- Van, wet. 6 cyl. auto, arc, Service All work guaranvery gieiNid condition. teed. 753-1134 or
house Cal 753-3966 or Don 436-2799
753-6500
436-5632.
753- 7435

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, pairs
wig Free estimates 18
yews experience Local re
lemon 4362701

Rouses
For Reid

•

s"
• 0,,
ti .

loANEZ electric guitar 4 CAR gasps wah °Noe &
laser tikie, excelers oond pawed lot 753-4509
ton, $450 titio Phone
-53-7380 weekdays awe 8013-220060 It Coleman
tom. solleberdil anytime or RE 7531666
tune • mealier
COMMERCIAL buidng kw
rent on 121h Street Eatensive
on outside
being done Groat location
Ilisseirieses
& parting ter business Cal
KILL ROACHES Buy EN- 753 7435 or 753 3966
FORCER OverNias Roach RETAIL or Office Spec* wi
Spray or OvesNite Pest S Side Shopping C.enssr
Convoi Concentrate 753 4509 or 753 6612
Makes 2 gallons Kills
aches overnight Of your
back
-,on•y
GUARANTEED'
PLASTIC *alters for portable changeable letter sign HOME with store front n
the business section "o
$56 box. Second box free Murray Cal collect (214
anyome
1-800-5333453
709-8056
fkaineas •
SOWING

WANT to rent 2,3 or 4br
mobile home Of house
Reasonable 762-4794

3. 2 car wage leipiano,' furnished 4 mites
from Murray $500,mo
is... a deposit required
759 4664
38R just remodeled
stove refrigerator, new
central gee Ns system,fireplace with gas logs, new
kitchen cabinets. uatity, tied
hookup, carport, never
been honied No pets
$425/mo plus security de
posit, references required
753-1059
38A lakefront uolurnished
home, appliances included,
deposit and references required $60Cerncoth Availed. Nov 1 753-5439
LOVELY country home
with Faroe yard Need kinnant to maintain plus
$400/mo References
753-2633 or after 6pm
753-8096

K.T 1 and Associates otter
rig a tut line of investgatve
..rf1/1086 Bel Air Center
53 3868 or 436 6099
I,2,380 apts Furnished,
very nice near WV. No
pets
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
12x50, APPLIANCES, w/d
hookup, new underpinning.
plumbing, *nag I floor.
Kyle: 653-4802 or
653-2961 business.
12x68HOUSE trailer. furnished. 435-4477 nights.
14x70 38R. IA bath, al
electric, central h/a, uWity
pole included 759-1713.

, TWA

•

1I3R appliances & water
furnished, reference & deposit required. No pets.
$185/mo. 753-3949.

NORTHWOOD Storage
presenty has units available. Cal 753 2905

1BR .apt. 1303 Chestnut.
753-2339. 753-8767.
1 OR 2br rats. neer downtown Murray. 753-4109.

1 ROOM apt, partially furnished, some utilities paid.
No pets. Cal after after
1972 12x60 3EIR
central h/a. good conctiben. 5pm 753-5094.
$3500. 437-4881, 28R, 1 bath duplex, garage
437-4454.
with door opener, drs1991 SOUTHERN living. hwasher, garbage dis14x70, 2br, 2 bath, excel- posal, w/d hookup No pets
lent condition 753-0765, $450/mo. 753:7688 days,
759-4703 nights.
753-8156.
1993 CHAMPION 16x813: 28R duplexwith carport
2balh, island kitchen, Leese. No pets. Referoak cabinets, vaulted ceil- ences. $425/mo.
ings, extra isulation, central 753-7457.
h/a, vinyl siding, shingled BIG Oak Inn, new unit,
roof, underpinning, custom everything furnished.
owner works for $140/wk or $35/night.
harnpion Homes. Located 436-2722.
Yoach Estate. $26.500.
BRICK, lbr. patio, carport,
59-2507.
shade, new carpet, walk-in
CUMMINGS Meter Poles. closet No pets $296/mo.
Specializing in mobile 753-6931
home electric services. 200
amp. $375. 100 amp $325.. CHESTNUT STREET
435-4027.
TOWNHOUSES 2W, VA
bath, deck. all appliances
FLEETWOOD trailer, inducing washer I dryer,
1988, 2br, 2 full baths, ceiling fans. Free lawn
14x70. Best offer. Call,appt care. $435/mo Coleman
489-2764, 753-2554.
RE 753-9898.
LAKELAND . Quality EMBASSY 2br, central
Homes. Featuring Patriot gas, appliances furnished.
Homes, Syr warranty, 5% Coleman RE 753-9898
down payment, No payment until Jan 1994. New MUR-CAL Apartments now
28x48 3br, $276 per mo. accepting applications for
New 16x80 3br, $226 per 1, 2 and 3br apartments
mo. New 14x70 3br, $182 Phone 759-4984. Equal
per mo. New 14x60
Housing Ocivnunity.
$172 per mo Used 14x70
.2br, $158 per mo. Used NEW super specious 2br
14x60 2d $13E1 par mo duplex in ,quiet wooded
Lakeland Quality Homes area. 753-4573.
541 North, Benton, KY. NICE 2br duplex, central
Jack Thompson, Terry h/a, stove. refrigerator, disyndi. 527-5253.
hwasher, Wel hookup,
dedt.
$375/mo plus depoMOBILE home for sale or
- rade, 12x55, 2br, 1 bath, sit. Hp pets. 753-1953
'stove, refrigerator 8 au days, 753-0670 nights.
conditioner, $4000 obo.
Gall- 753-7668 'days,
2 Br. duplex,
.753-4919 nights
Northwood wipatio
WERE celebrating our
& carport, central h,a
Anniversary through
stove, refrigerator,
Nov 14, 1993 All homes
are specially priced for this
dishwasher, disposal,
event. Dinkins Mobile
w/d hookup BedNoma', Inc., Hwy 79E,
rooms have 15 tt long
PEI/IS, 174 +800-642-4891.
closets Many kitchen
Champion's 62 Single Lot
Dealership in North
cabinets INCLUDES
America!
SEPARATE PRIVATE
20x30 STORAGE
250
BUILDING W OVER.Moble
Horse* For Rest
HEAD DOOR
2BR Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water kxnahed. Coleman- RE 753-9898.

CREEKVIEVI Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive -behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

References
$400 deposit / $400 mo
No pet!

753-3018

NICE 2br mobile home,
small quiet trailer park in
Benton. No pets. $275/mo.
NICE duplex. 2br, central
Also mobile home lot,
hrs, appliances furnished,
$45/mo 527-3552 Or
Coleman RE 753-9898
362=8720. ,
NOW taking applications
SHADY Oaks t 2 or 3br,
_ for Section 8 low rent houselectric or gas Walkirig-dit-ing. Apt* in person at
tance to college. 753-5209. Southside Manor, 906
12x602BR trailer,$210kno Broad St Extended, beplus lease & del:omit. 1 mile tween 8am-12noon. No
east of Murray. 716-2570, phone calls piesse. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
753-3660/
SHERRY Lane Estates.
2br apartment. like new,
central gas heat, central air,
Neale
all appliances, including
He.. Lab For .at
washer and dryer, bay
NEW park, $85 for 2 peo- window, free lawn care
ple, aty water. sewage & Coleman FE 753-9898.
lawn mowing included,
some restricbons 5 mi- TAKING applications for
nutes from Murray, Call section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 /I 3 bed492-8488
rooms, handicap accessible. Rawl Housing Opportunity. Apply HAWAII) Apia
lisseng
Hardin, Ky. or call
And Cooling
502-437-4113.
ALLERGY HELP:Armsnon? Eiectrostabc Air Fibers VERY nice 2tx, 2 bath du
for heating & cooling Paul plea, appliances furnished.
Harvey sells for $7695 central gas hi NOrthwOOCI
Ruth Umbaugh for $5995 Dr 11475/mo 1 month deYou buy died tronAV posit, 1 year lease No pals.
753-2906
Care Mfg lot t32 45
your filter size and
'\ Card ready. Area call
or
1 -60-47443M.
Nov
ci posall
required 753-4109

CLASSIFIED 18•0•
4-58R,aavalabie

PARAKEETS $10/ea.
Finches $71s 759-4119
after 5pm or leave message on machine
PEGS Dog Grooming
753-2915

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all once ranges If
you we thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by orrice at 711 Main St
PRIME developmental
property, Martin Chapel
area Call after 5pm
or
7 59 - 9 2 4 7
1-615-824 4428.
RE(MAX Properties Ltd.
Bob Pemn Paul Deasy.
Center.
Bel Air
50 2 - 753 -SOLD,
1-800-369-5780
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For al your real
estate needs call them today at 753 1651i Sycamore and 12th St

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
1
.
11
.:0
‘1

Lake
Property

Livestock
&sidles
8 YEAR old reg 1/2 Am
Sad. mare, granddaughter
of Wing Commander, used
for Competitive Trail Riding
and Endurance Racing,
$1800. Also 3 year old reg
OH gelding, well behaved
with people, good hunter or
combined training prospect, $3000. Call
502-759-1625.
HOGS. Organically raised,
lean & healthy. Ready for
butcher. (502) 437-4215
3Sol

Pete
& Sisaiies

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

LAKE property 4 Wooded
acres. house in need of
work gas heat, quiet dead
end road, Aurora
474-8400 or 474-8119
leave message

AKC Chocolate Lab pups.
born 09/25/93, both parents proven hunters_ Pups
will be vac/wormed.
753-1539.
AKC registered Black
Chows, 3wAis old, $150/ea
345-2429.
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858.

Eddie Linn

* BODY SHOP *

Late
Far We
3 LOTS in the Pine Bluff
Shores, HaITWIn, Ky $1700.
Ready tor trailer hookup.
502-489-2708.
BUILDING Ids in subdivision with limited restrictions. Wooded lots as low
as $5000 to $6500. Southwest school district, natural
gas, city water, dablevision.
3 3/10 from Murray city
limits on 94W 753-5841,
753-1566. -

Homes
For Sale

759-1768

Gerald Linn

753-5315

All Dog
Grooming
'AM breeds all sizes
Ask about specials 1

3BR 1,4 bath, basement,
large deck, screened
porch, gas heat large
kitchen, one car garage
$54,500. 759-4820

All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction!
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Makes & Models- Foreign or Domestic

WOOD WORKS

'8i n8

I

1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds. attics, & odd
jobs. Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb.

Computer Cut Vinyl. Logos and Letters, Custom
Banners, Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs. Vehicle
Lettenng, Plexiglass Signs. Window Lettenng, Real
Estate Signs, Office Signage. Greeting and Advertising Posters, Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Architectural Signs, Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze
Plaques, Trade Show Signs/Displays, Any Custom'
Wood Works

Al 1A al around mowing a
tree trimming a light hauling. Cal 436-2528 ask for
Mark

We Accept MasterCard .S Visa

3I3R, 1 bath brick home,
2100+ sq ft, electric waN
heat, window air, lot
85'x 160, 905 Faidane Dr
$60's 753.3793 Bill
Parker

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

MI Types Of:
)

3BR, 1 bath, brick, vinyl
trim, new roof, new plumbing, new propane tank. new
furnace, new satellite system, newly rernode4ed,14
car garage, on 'A acre lot
vacant 759-1352.

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• D,rop

by and

404 SUNBURY

COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes, trailers. Offices
Wulffs Recovery, Murray
436-5560.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754.

II

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding
vinyl replacement win
dows. vinyl flooring
436-2062
HANDYMAN wa do plumb
wig, electrical .carpeotry
and general repair
753-0596
HEATING Ron Had Heat
ing Cooling and Electric
Co Service um( replace
rrwnt and compiete natal

1

Don b.:sewed gas installer

Phone 435-4699
KDL Bookkeeping Computerized Payroll, taxes,
etectronic filing Pickup and
Delivery 502 474 2706
800-8334461

1

KITCHEN CABINET RE
GOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrarn formica,all colors Free est
mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets, furniture.
Corrwnercsal or residential.
Free estimates 753-5827.
ONE slop for el your uphol- • stagy needs Cars, tenure,
boats, motorcycles. & etc.
Work guaranteed Prices
reasonable 489-2662
leave message.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cat
436 5255
ROOKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2337
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 75.3 2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings., Larry
Chrtsman 492 8742

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
Al. AL'S hauling, yard CUSTOM bulldozing and
of colors. Licensed, inwork. tee removal, mow- backhoe work, septic syssured. Estimate available.
ing. Free estimates. tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
759-4690.
759-1883.
DAVE'S Window Cleaning
VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
Al TREE Service Stump is now accepting houses for Service Center, cleaning
removal and spraying. Free this tall. Call for free esti- servicing $15;
most repairs
estimates 753-0906 after mate 753-9873_
135 Free estimates Route
5prn; 759-9816, 753-0495. DRYWALL,
finishing, re 1, Akno Open 9-12, 1-5,
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- pairs, additions and blow- Mon.-Fn; 753-0E30.
=
try, remodeling, porches, ing ceilings. 753-4761.
VRC cleaning & repair, rearoofing, concrete, drivesonade rates Call Zeb's
ways, painting, mainte- ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling & Electric, VCR Repair 492-8116
nance, etc. Free estimates
Inc. Service, sales and in- WINDOW & door repair.
489-2303.
stallation. (502) 435-4699, Repair, re-screen, re-glaze
EXPERIENCED dry wall 435-4327.
finishing. References avail- LICENSED for electric and aluminum or wood. 20yrs
experience. 753-2330
eble. 436-2060. .
gas. 753-7203
prompt service

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax

see our showroom

MURRAY i B•rond 8y steam
753-SC
1111161Li.

.
,
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OSCOPES
TUESDAY:NOVEMBER 2, 1993 ,
(For yAir-perNonalized ditly Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)

'Dial-A-Service
....
4
1:1
11111
.....
You' Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week —(13 week minimum)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT-YEAR-OF YOUR LIFE:
Move carefully in romance or you
could become obsessed-with someone who is unworthy-of your love.
A clearheaded approach will help
you keep your life on an even keel.
- Money and happiness will come
more easily once 1994 gets under
way. Believe in vourself and others
will. too. It=may be liecessary to cut
some old ties next spring: wonderful
new bonds can be formed over the
surnmef.'Neighborhood activities
will keep you on the go in early fall
of 1994. Let close relatives know
your plans.

.

DIAL -- 753-1916
.
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
._

,

aftiim" ore .- Vietric

CAMP

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR.

SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week
MURRAY 753-9224
New Owner - Nick McClure

.

Commereial and Residential
' General Contracting
*
Backhoe Bervice '
Ph. 502-492-8516
'
D. tPager 602-762-7221
Hazel, Kentucky
,

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Call Us Anytime

SMART HOUSE Install*,• .1 AudioV4144 Installaion
•Home Automaton

For All
Your

753-7050

CELEBRITIES BORN ON

Ken & Karen

A,/,,,,,

POTtektit,

Mc

Needs...

S.T-L1 0 I 0

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
.Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding.
Doors, Windows, Door Track IS Trolleys, and Insulation
Icy Metal Buildings

-

(3..merworth Rd (Hwy 299)
Murray, KY 42071

7594685

Commercial Waste
•.• -Tri7...„ Disposal
1.4 All Types of Refuse Service
All•I I 1:
= 1-800-585-6033
• ' %le
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

K.T.I. 8 Associates
For all your
.
ill investigative needs!

d"

- Office-(602) 489-2722
Horne (502) 489-2724

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance. -

489-2303
Dr.. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

753-2962

Bel-Air Center, Murray
(502) 753-3868
i

.._W
:
- - Vi0/4/

wEarass_slikEpit MANAGEME NT
.

1....„..d

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry Company

./Or

.

Conimercial & Residential • Licensed & Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner

Wood St. • Pans. In 3•24,'
• 901444-2436
mon -mum 10-4 Of By Appointment

322 E

Murray-Calloway
-County. -Hospital
. 762-1100

„...„-_-;---............-=-,...„
__
-.W.7..gr. - :01
:
.,-._:1---,'--4

TRi-STATE
GARAgE

BOWERS
CALL
Melber, Kentucky
1-800-787-5893
or Call Conics (502)874-5893

What awaytoStart the Week!!

— Dial Now —
Advertise Here!
•

••• • 111.040.11f B.;

'CARPET MAN' Wholesale carpet & vinyl Local
installation 502-474-2796
800-833-4461 Randy Lee
1987 MAZDA SE5, 5sp. Prop
high mileage, bed liner, tool
box no air, runs good. Call CARPORTS for cars and
247-2183 (Mayfield) after Pucks Special sizes tor
motor home. boats. RVs
4 30pm or leave message
and etc Excellent protec1988 S-10 TAHOE Blazer. tion, high quality, excellent
black & di. grey, alum
value Roy HA 759-4664
wheels, loaded, excellent
condition Cal 492-6132 C & D HOME Repairs Call
753-9669
nights Wave message
CH11*- Chlm Chimney
520
Sweeps has 10% senior
dews
citizen discounts. We sell
& Motors
chimney caps and screens
COVERED boat storage, 436-4191.
$26/mo. 436-5741
CLASS A Carpet Cleaning
& Building Maintenance
Commercial or residential
Insured, free esitmates
474-8339.
SOO

Came

-

THIS DATE: actor Burt Lancaster.actress Stefanie Powers, commentator Patrick Buchanan, actress Alfre
Woodard.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Creative tasks at home bring out the
jnnovator in NOU. Loved °tics
applaud your originality. Send a
card, flowers or a small gift to
= someone confined to home or hospital.
._
TAURUS (A-priT2-0--May' 20):
Before making any long-term commitments, he aware that fate can
move in strange ways. Certain people or situafions are indelibly
inscribed in your future. Accept
reality and work Within its boundaries.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Crank up. your energy level with a
regimen that includes nutritious
inealsan-d daily exercise. A partner
or close associate needs you to go
out on a limb for them. Do so willingly.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22):
Work all the angles to reap your just
reward! Teamwork makes the
money tree flourish. Recycle old
projects or ideas — there is some'thing new under the_shiningsim_ LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The
structure of.a key relationship may.

be tested -now. Your cool manner
keeps issues from boiling over. Settling your differences allows you to
make a fresh clan'''''
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Someone who is distant may return
to the fold because of your good
deeds. The pieces of a puzzle fall
into place without discussion.
Attending a swanky'social event
could lead to romance.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
low-key approach works wonders
when discussing financial Tatters.
Ask pertinent questions — VIPs
will he impressed. An aura of mystery surrounds a potential romantic
partner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Go along with a change a plan.
You could get unexpected news that
leads toovaluable insights. Get in
touch with your own desires. You
may be demanding too much of others.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): The helping hand you extend
today will secure a profitable agreement. Emptiasize equality, in your
alliances'. Master new work procedures and exciting career opportunities will follow.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): An outsider gives you help with
stirfamily problem. Be patient if a
loved one 'tests you.' Sign agreements only after reading the fine
print. A romantic attraction grows in
intensity.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
An influential person appreciates
your imaginative approach to your
work. A promotion or raise is possible if you continue to perform atop
level.
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): An
excellent day to get a new educational or business project off the
ground. Weigh the pros and cons
tatefully..Closer communication
with your neighbors promotes better
understanding.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are deeply loyal to friends and fainily. Tolerant
and open-minded, they like to hear all sides oran issue before making up
their mind: strong curiosity-about people. places and things makes these
Scorpios marvelous journalists or naturalists.
In order a ferried and updated copy of Team Dixon's best-gelling hook -Yesterday. Today and Fore. cr Hon Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's
send 5595 plus SI postage and handling
to Duiortelo Andrea, and McMeel„ P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo. 64141 Make checks payable to
Andrews and MI.Meell
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Nov. 1, the 305th day of 1993. There are 60 days
left in the year. This is All Saints Day.
History:
in
Highlight
Today's
On Nov. 1, 1952, the United States exploded the first hydrogen
bomb in a test at Eniwetok in the Marshall Islands.
On this date:
In 1512, Michelangelo's paintings on the ceiling of the Sistine
Chapel were first exhibited to the public.
In 1755, a devastating earthquake and as aftershocks killed about
50,000 people in Lisbon, Portugal.
In 1765, the Stamp Act went into effect, prompting stiff resistance
from American colonists.
In 1861, Gen. George B. McClellan was made general-in-chief of
the Union armies.
In 1870. the United States Weather Bureau made its first meteorological observations, using reports gathered by telegraph from 24
locations.
In 1973. after the "Saturday Night Massacre," Acting Attorney
General Robert H. Bork appointed Leon Jaworski to be the new
Watergate special prosecutor, succeeding ATchibald Cox.
In 1987, Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping retired from the Communist
Party's Central Committee.
In 1991, Clarence Thomas took his place as the newest justice on
.the U.S. Supreme Court.
Ten years ago: The U.S. House of Repretentatives voted 403-23 in
favor of legislation to apply the War Powers Resolution to the
U.S.-led military operation in Grenada, four days after the Senate
passed its own legislation.
Five years ago: Israeli voters went to the polls in▪ parliamentary
elections that resulted in a narrow victory for the right-wing Likud
bloc, requiring the creation of a coalition government.
One year ago: South African runner Willie Mtolo won the Nest)
York City Marathon; Australia's Lisa Ondieki won the women's title.
The space shuttle Columbia ended a 10-day mission with a landing at
Kennedy Space Center in Florida.
Today's Birthdays: Newspaper columnist James J. Kilpatrick is 73.
* Golfer Gary Player is 58. Actor Robert Fosworth is 52. Magazine
publisher Larry Flynt is 51. Actress Jeannie /*din is 44. Baseball
pitcher Fernando Valenzuela is 33. Rock musicians;Rick Allen is 30.
Thought for Today: "Success has killed more n.19, than bullets."
-Texas Guinan, American actress and circus performer (1884-1933).
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LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Navy Fireman Gary R. Price,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald L.
Price, New Concord, is serving
on the aircraft carrier, USS Coral
Sea, homeponecl at Norfolk, Va.,
which just returned from an
around-the-world cruise.
Carlos Black, Terry McConnell
and Rick Atkins were top
finishers from Murray Bass Club
Fishing Tournament.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Marty Duncan,
Sept. 18.
Vladimur Poyner, a
Soviet
journalist, and U.S. Gen. William
Westmoreland will speak at Murray State University Curris Center on Nov. 10.
In high school football games,
Calloway County High School
beat Rcidland and 'Heath beat
Murray High School.
Twenty years ago

Simmons Jr., was
elected as president of Kentucky
ASSOCiallOn for Mental Health at
the 23rd annual meeting held Oct.
26 at Louisville.
Winners of the Murray State
University Homecoming Golf
Tournament were Virginia
Everett, first, and Laura Parker,
second, Women's Division, and
Jerry Caldwell, first, and Norman
Hood, second, Men's Division.
'Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Manning and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ttd Hopkins, Oct. 23.
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club had a coffee to honjor volunteer workers at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital as party of the observance of
National Business' Women's
Week.
Murray High School Tigers
A. Wilson

beat Russellville 7 to 0 in final

home season football game.
Thirty years ago
John Ed Scott was one of 13
Kentuckians to receive the Conservation Recognition Award
from William Johnstone at Kentucky's Third Annual Conservation Congress at Louisv ilk. The
award was for "promoting and
encouraging proper foresty practice in his area and interesting
others to follow,* his footsteps."
Army Pvt. Gerald '1% -Parker:son of Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Pincer,
has completed advanced infantry
training with light weapons. at
Fort Polk, La.
Cheerleaders at Murray College High School are Vicki Singleton, Jeanie Brewer, Patsy Hendon, Carole Knight, Shirley Thomas and Dianne Wilson.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Lassiter, a boy to

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY. In the past you
have -been so successful- to-getting
your readers to respond to good.
causes. I hope you win consider
doing another Operation Dear Abby
this year. We have troops stationed
in strategic places all over the world
who would dearly love to receive
some mail - and perhaps some
homemade cookies.
I participated in Operation Dear
Abby in 1992 and received heartwarming letters of gratitude from
men and women, tool in the armed
services. And a number of schoolteachers made it a Class project.
which resulted in correspondence
between enthusiastic young people
and men and women in all branches

of the service. •
the board - which will provide
One word from you and it could better coverage for our service
lift the spirits of cauutless
members without overburdensands of men and women who,will ing military transportation, or
be spending Thanksgiving. Christ- inundating any base or ship:
mas and Hanukkah far from, home The Military Postal Service
and loyjones. Thanking you in , Agency has asked that my readadvant.P.7
ers send only first class or pri•
- .1 WC. IN BALTIMORE ority mail.
•
If a reader wants to send
DEAR.J.W.G.:-Hallelujah! The mail to a specific-area, address
addresses have arrived.' Unlike it to the closest geographic cenprevious years, specific military ter, which will distribute the
units are not being targeted. mail to all branches of the serRather, we are targeting the vice in the area that it supports.
major U.S. mail centers of the These addresses will be open
world. The mail centers will only for the holiday period from
Nov. 15, 1993, to Jan. 15. 1994.
receive the mail and distribute
i After that, the APO/FPO will
it on a fair share basis across
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I. Operation Dear Abby, AP()
AE 09135- serves Europe.
2. Operation Dear Abby, FPO.
AE 09685- serves the !Mediterranean Basin.
3, Operation Dear Abby, APQ
AA 34085 - serves South and
Central America.
4. Operation Dear Abby, APO
AP 96285-serves Korea.
5. Operation Dear Abby,-FPO
AP 96385 - serves the Pacific
Basin.
,
Dear Abby readers are the
kindest and most warmhearted
people in the World. Let's make
this holiday season one our
troops so far from home will
remember!
I/EAR ABBY: Mier 60 years. the
poem sent to you by Samuel Thorpe
finally caught up with me' I refer to
"Where can a man buy a cap for his
• knee'..7.PW
I greet up in a small Oregon
town. When I was a schoolgirl. the
whole town turned ivtit to attend the
programs put on hy the kids
I was asked to reilte the poem
vim mentioned. I was doing very
well until I Came to- th line. "Can
you sit in the shade ol the palm ot
your hand7 Well. I ltpped on the
"sit" word and nearly brought the
roof down! Of course the adults did
not laugh out loud, but believe me.
it did -not - go unnoticed I swore I
never wanted to hear that poem
again - and then it showed up in
your column! Thanks for the
memories.
MAR-I( /HIE Y. CONVERSE.
FAIR OAKS. CALIF

DR. GOTT
By Peter II. Gott,

repair.
re-glaze
1. 20yrs
3-2330

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am on my sur
geon's waiting listfor a hysterectomy.
yet I am confused as to whether I
should have my ovaries removed- Fm
44, have fibroid tumors in my uterus, a
cyst on my cervix, and cysts on my
ovaries as well. I've been on Anaprox
for years to control the pain of men
struation and I am having the prove'
dure done because of excessive bleed
ing. I ,don't want to go through
menopause prematurely and have to
take estrogen. Help.

CATHY
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RETURN PHONE CALLS.

manner
r•er. Set• you to

..NO FIRST FFIND THE PAPERS ...NO! FIRST REDR6ANIZE FILE
1THE CALLS ARE REGARDING 'IPID CABINETS TO MAKE ROOM, THEN
' THEN RETURN PHONE CALLS... CLEAN DESK, THEN FIND PA. _NO! FIRST CLEAN Off DESK, PERS, THEN RETURN CALLS,..
THEN FIND THE PAPERS,
„.. NO! FIRST ORDER LARErER
THEN RETURN PHONE CALLS... FILE CABINETS, THEN REOR&MILE, THEN GLEAN, THEN
0
FIND, THEN CALL
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DEAR READER: The question of
whether you should have your ovaries

The entire parliament fell dead silent.
For the first time since anyone coulcl remember,
one of the members voted "aye."
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31 102. Roman
32 Inventor
Franklin
33 Cared for
37 Slight errors
40 Gums
41 Southwestern
Indian
42 Recently
45 Toils
49 Preposition
50 Barbara --Geddes
52 Unruly child
53 Horse color
54 Before
55 Son of Jacob
56 Icelandic
writing
57 Parent
58 Arabian
commander

1 Edible
seaweed
5 TV news
source
8 Hawaiian
food fish
12 Hindu
peasant
13 Baseball
statistic
(abbr
14 Tears
15 In --- --(routinized)
16 Motorists'
org
17 Boring
18 Emitting
coherent light
20 --- longue
22 Outfit
23 Scottish for
John
24 Snappy
Metal
decoration
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Mr. and Mrs. Esprit Burkcen
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs
Edward Collie.
Forty JEWS ago
•
Officers of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 of Order of the Eastern Star ipitialkd at a 'recent
meeting were Modene Grogan,
W.O. Williams, Auberna Perkins.
John Perkins. Alba Williams,
Neuman Grogan, Ruby Grogan.
John Grogan, ,Martha Herndon.
Ona Galloway, Ruby Roberts,
Beurcir-an Wrather, Alma Roberts,
Virginia Galloway, Julia Griffin
and Jack Griffin.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith-end
daughter, Janet, of Decatur, Ga.,
have been visiting relatives and
friends here.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis GarLAnd,
Oct. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Clark will be
married for 50 years on Nov. 4.
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removed is best negotiated with yourKvnecologist, who knows you and your
health problems.Although I can
understand your reluctance to under
go early menopause (which will occur
when you are divested of your
ovaries,. you are. at 44. pretty close tii
menopause anyway, so the issue is
moot. A decision about the ovaries
would be more germane in a younger
woman
Because your ovaries will serve no
real purpose other than to provide a
source of apprehension because of the
possibility of ovarian cancer. I suggest
that you have them taken out This
will eliminate a worry asi you grow
elder. Estrogen supplements in
menopausal women are relatively
inexpensive and free of side effects
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my- HealthReport "Menopause." Other readers
who would' ike a copy should send
$1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.0_ Box 2433.
New York, NY 10-163.. Re sure to men
tion the title.
*••
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter has'sbeen diagnosed with sickle cell ane
mia. I don't have it, my other children
don't have it, and I wonder if it could
have been acquired from a blood
transfusion.
DEAR READER. Sickle cell AlS
ease is not acquired from blood trans
fusions.
It is an inherited affliction.'caused
by an abnormality of hemoglobin, the

oxygen-carrying pigment in red blood
corpuscles. This abnormal hemoglo
bin causes the red blood cells to lose
their normal doughnut shape and
become comma-shaped (like sickles).
Patients with this disease suffer
serious consequences, inclUding anemia, bone pain, abdominal pain, nerve
injury, kidney damage, and susceptibility to infections.

The diagnosis is made by special
blood tests; patients should be under
the care of hematOlgoists.
There is no specific therapy for
sickle cell disease; complications are
treated as they arise.
c1993 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Matters

411.

Diabetes
Workshop

(,)

th Anniversary
Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group

Saturday, November 13
MSU Curris Center
Barkley Room
8 a.m.- to 3 p.m.
Diabetics, and anyone interested in diabetes, will have
a rare opportynity to hear a leading medical researcher
from St. Louis on Saturday, November 13
Dri Charles Kilo, chairman and chief clinical investigator
of Kilo Diabetes and Vascular Research Foundation in
St. Louis, will be on hand to share the latest information
on diabetes research and will offer instruction on controlling the disease
The workshop will be in the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center at.Murray State University from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
A meal prepared especially for diabetics will be served
at 11:30 a.m. Meal cost is $5 and the workshop is free.

•

Preregistration is required. Call (502)762-1245 by
Wednesday, November 10.

This month marks the 8th anniversary of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Alzheimer's
Disease Support Group and cake will be served
in honor of the special occasion. All past,'
present and prospective members are welcome
to attend.
On Tues ay, November 9, the MCCH Director
of Pharmac -Mike Pipkin, R.Ph., will conduct a
"Medication Review".
On Tuesday, November 23. the meeting will
be group discussion.

Diabetics Taking Control Support Group
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital

The support group meets every month on the
second and fourth Tuesdays in the hospital's
board room. As always, free sitter service is
provided during meetings by Shared Care Adult
Day Program. Call (502)753-0576 by Monday
at 4 p.m.

OM.

WeLendSupport
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Alzheimer'sDiseaseinfomation
8th ArmiversaryofMCCHSupportGroup
Education Meeting
Tuesday, November9
"Medication Review'
By: Mike Pipkin, Director of MCCH Pharmacy
SupportGtoupMeeting
Tuesday,November 23
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheimer's.Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdale, (502)
762-1100 or Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561
Shared Care, Aduk DayCare wi sit with Alzheimer
"victims while caregivers attend this meeting.'
Cal Susan Plunket, LPN at (502) 762-0576.
CancerSupportGroup
Education Meeting
Tuesday, November 1
SupportGroup Meeting
Tuesday,November 15
HospitalPrivateDining Room
3 p.m. Contact Nancy Rose, R.N and Hospice Director
and Mary Unn, MSN and Clinical Specialist
(502) 762-1100 ask operator to page
CardiacSupportGroup
Tuesday, November9
"Ultrasound testing for carotid Artery Disease"
By Rebecca Rutledge,Registered Diagnostic
Medical Sonographer and Registered
Vascular Technologist
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m.
Contact Shirley Lamb,(502) 762-1170„
StrokeSupportGroup
Friday,November 19
2:00 p.m.
Hospital PrivateDining Room
Contact Ann-Ingle, RN,or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist, (502) 762-1100
LaryngectorneeSupportGruip
Friday,November 12
2:00p.m.
HospitalPrivateDining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, or Done Hopkins,
speech pathologist (5(2) 762-1100
Parkknon'sSupportGroup
NO MEE71NOIN NOVEMBERORDECEMBER
Cal Done Hopkins, speech pathologist or
Ann Irv*, R N , at(502)762-1100
Corrpas„,sionateFrierlds
NO MEET1NGIN NOVEMBER
CandieligM Service/Pothick
Thursday,December 2
7 p.m. Note Time Change
HospitalCafeteria/PrivateDining Room
' COliteci Rebecca Church (502) 762-1274
or Hilda Bennett (901) 498-8324
BereavementSupportGroup
Education Meeting
Tuesday,November2
SupportGroup Meeting
Tuesday,November 18
4:30-8:30 p.m,
Education Unit,Classroom 2,3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Resit Hospice Director,
(502) 762-1389

Community events
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure checks,
pulse, screening for cholesterol,
triglyceride, HDL and LDL levels at
all of its stops during the month of
November.
Under most circumstances,
cholesterol and triglycende levels
should be checked every five years.
Only patrons who present a written
prescription from their physician will
be screened more Often.
The cholesterol and triglycende •
screening requires a fast(water only)
for 14 hours and the charge is $15.
A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
$4. This screening detects blood in
the stool.,
These screenings are offered tb
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease. If you are expenenciiig
symptoms, y'Cio should see your
physician-.
Friday, November5
Murray
Post Office
8 30-11'30 a.m & 12 30-3 p m
Friday, November 12
Paris
Wal-Mart
•
9-11 30 a m & 12 30-2730 p m
Friday, November 19
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping center
8:30-11:30
& 12:30-3 pm

Annual Diabetic Workshop
Saturday, November 13
8 a.m.to 3 p.m.
Featured Speaker: Charles Kilo, M.D., FACP
Dr. Charles Kilo is a Professor of Medicine at Wash- ington Univeristy School of Medicine as well as
Chairman and Chief Clinical Investigator of Kilo
-Diabetes and Vascular Research Foundation; St.
Louis, MO. A meal prepared especially for diabetics
will be served at 11:30 a.m. at a cost of $5. Pie
workshop is free.
MSU Curris Center
Barkley Auditorium
To preregister, call(502)762-1245. For more
information, contact Ann Ingle, R.N. and Diabetic
Educator at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
(502)762-1100.

Fresh Start Smoking Cessation-Classes
December 6, 8, 13 & 15
5:30-7:00p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Learn to kick the smoking habit the healthy way and
stay smoke free.- This program consists of four
sessions and is taught by ex-smokers: Jim Frank, a
representative of the American Lung Association; Ann
Ingle, R . N. and MCCH Breathe Easy Counselor; John
Weatherly, Director of Cardiopulmonary Services at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
To register call 762-1384.

MilIcle Moments
A•firacle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes listed
below. Pre-registratiott is requiredfor all classes and;fees may be
paid at thefirst class.
These classes are part ofa gift package valued at over $200
which is given to Miracle Moments Prepayment Plc participants_
Ifyou would like to receive this valuable gift package and
become a prepayment participant, stop by the hospital admitting
officefor complete details about the program.
If
are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant. you are still welcome to attend the classes
at thefees listed
For class information and pre-registration, call the
Perinatal Education Coordinator at(502) 762-1385. Pre-register for:
*Prepared Childbirth Class ($35)
Option- Mon., Nov. 29. Dec. 6. 13, 20. 27& Jan. 3(---94.2i
Option 2 Wed, Dec. 1,8, 75, 22, 29& Jan..5(7-9p.m )
Option 3: Thurs., Dec. 2, 9, 16, 23, 30& Jan. 6(7-9p.m.)
Hospital Education Unit
*Sibling Class: Saturday, November 20, 10-11 am.(Free) •
*Refresher I: Mon., December 6& 13, 7-9pm ($10)
*Refresher II: Wed, December 8(4. 15, 7-9pm ($10)
*Refresher III. Thurs., December 9& 16, 7-9 pm ($10)
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour(Free)
*Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
CM/rack Moments Booklet (Free)

Ap-•

In KY dial: 1-800-342-MCCH
In TN dial: 1-800-544-MCCH
For Your FREE Physician Directory

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
CouSay
HOSPI
rrAls
.803 Poplar Street
Murray,Kentucky 42071-2432
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